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Background
Groundwater �ow plays an important role for the safety of a �nal repo-
sitory for spent nuclear fuel, such as the one presented by the Swedish 
Nuclear Fuel and Waste Management Company’s (SKB). Ground water 
�ow a�ects the barriers and potential radionuclide transport through 
the geosphere. Canister corrosion is for example related to the solute 
transport by groundwater to the repository. The risk of bu�er erosion 
is connected to the �ow of dilute groundwater from melting glaciers to 
repository depth, and radionuclides leaking from a failed canister are 
carried to the biosphere by the groundwater.

Objectives
In the present work a discrete fracture model has been further develo-
ped and implemented using the latest SKB site investigation data. The 
model can be used for analysing the fracture network and to model �ow 
through the rock in Forsmark. The aim has been to study uncertainties 
in the hydrological discrete fracture network (DFN) for the repository 
model. More speci�cally the objective has been to study to which extent 
available data limits uncertainties in the DFN model and how data that 
can be obtained in future underground work can further limit these 
uncertainties. Moreover, the e�ects on deposition hole utilisation and 
placement have been investigated as well as the e�ects on the �ow to 
deposition holes.

Results
Flow modelling using alternative assumptions regarding conceptual 
and parametric uncertainty in the spatial and structural relationships 
among fractures indicates elevated �ow rates and groundwater velocities 
to deposition holes compared to SKB’s �ow modelling results. Simula-
ted sampling of fractures in boreholes does not indicate any reason to 
exclude the proposed spatial and structural relationships among frac-
tures. The number of deposition holes that need to be discarded due 
to intersections with fractures, according to rules proposed by SKB, are 
not signi�cantly a�ected by the studied alternative assumptions. Simu-
lated fracture sampling along tunnels in the proposed repository layout 
for the Forsmark site indicates that future underground data should be 
su�cient to distinguish between SKB’s assumptions and the alternative 
ones made in this work. Whether or not the di�erences between di�e-
rent assumed spatial and structural relationships are robust with respect 
to non-ideal sampling situations underground is an open question.
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1. Introduction 
 

Background 
 

The discrete-fracture network (DFN) model for the repository volume is crit-

ical for predicting flows to deposition holes (affecting geochemical stability 

for the buffer), risk of mechanical damage to canisters, and radionuclide 

transport in the near field. Key categories of uncertainty in the DFN model 

include: 

 

 Parametric uncertainty in the fracture size distribution; 

 Parametric uncertainty in the correlation of fracture transmissivity to frac-

ture size; 

 Conceptual and parametric uncertainty in the spatial and structural rela-

tionships among fractures. 

 

The first two categories are recognized by SKB as being among the most 

significant uncertainties in the site descriptive model for Forsmark. The third 

category, which includes issues such as clustering, variability of fracture in-

tensity, and correlation of fracture intensity to the larger fractures or defor-

mation zones, has thus far not been fully recognized by SKB. 

 

To some extent all of these uncertainties can be reduced in the repository 

construction stage,  by use of the additional information that will come from 

mapping of fractures along the repository access shaft and tunnels. However, 

review of the license application will require a more thorough scoping of the 

consequences of all of these categories of uncertainties in the DFN model, 

than can be expected in SKB's submission. 

Scope 
 

The principal research questions addressed in this report are: 

 

 To what extent do data obtained in surface-based site investigations limit 

parametric and conceptual uncertainties with regard to DFN size distribu-

tions, size-transmissivity relationships, and spatial/structural relationships 

among fractures, for the rock at repository depth? 

 To what extent can data obtained in the repository construction phase rea-

sonably be expected to limit these same uncertainties? 

 For each of these two stages, what are realistic bounds on the consequenc-

es in terms of (a) deposition-hole utilization factors in a KBS-3V type re-

pository, (b) likelihood of placing a canister in a hole that is intersected by 

an undetected, discriminating feature that poses a risk of shear failure, and 

(c) likelihood of flows to a deposition hole that exceed some value that 

could jeopardize engineered barrier performance. 

 How do viable alternative DFN models compare with the DFN model used 

in SKB's site descriptive model in terms of flows to canister positions in a 
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given section of the proposed repository, and transport paths from those 

same positions? 

 

As part of this project, a simplified version of SKB's Site Descriptive Model 

for SDM-Site was implemented. Key simplifications included reduced reso-

lution of the geometry of the large-scale deformation zones and topographic 

surface, along with a reduction in the number of canister positions that are 

represented explicitly in the repository component of the model. 

 

Approach 
 

The research questions outlined above are addressed by the following steps: 

 

 Implement a simplified version of SKB's SDM-Site model for comparison 

to alternative DFN conceptual models, with simplified representation of 

deformation zones and including deposition holes in just one section of re-

pository. Initiate flow simulations using this model. 

 Identify a set of alternative DFN conceptual models that could fit the 

available data from surface-based site characterization at Forsmark, but 

which have different properties that can be quantified in terms of termina-

tion relationships and spatial/structural correlations among fractures. 

 Use simulated sampling in boreholes and steady-state flow simulations of 

flows to boreholes to evaluate the ability of surface-based site investiga-

tions at Forsmark to discriminate among these models. 

 For a range of DFN models that are found to be viable with respect to sur-

face-based investigations at Forsmark to date (including SKB's model), 

evaluate utilization percentages and probability of a canister intersecting 

an  unidentified “discriminating” fracture (critical size fracture with >75 m 

radius), in a KBS-3 repository that utilizes SKB's proposed emplacement 

criteria. 

 Complete flow simulations based on simplified version of SDM-Site mod-

el (with SKB's DFN conceptual model) and initiate particle-tracking simu-

lation of transport. 

 Use simulated sampling along tunnels based on SKB's most recently pro-

posed repository layout to evaluate the likelihood of being able to discrim-

inate among viable alternative DFN models during the construction phase. 

 For the same range of viable models, evaluate the distribution of flows to 

deposition holes and compare flow and transport to simplified implementa-

tion of SKB model. 
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2. Data Sources 
 

 

The primary data used in this analysis are taken from: 

 

1) Extended single-hole interpretations 

Data Delivery skb#09_04 (0:10) 

Date:  2009-06-12 

Delivered by: Veronika Linde  

Delivered to: Sven Tirén, Geosigma AB  

Description: Modeling p_eshi 

Preliminary processing of the data consisted of converting Excel spread-

sheets to pipe-separated CSV format (by hand for each file, using OpenOf-

fice.org 3.1.1). 

 

2) Fracture frequency data from boreholes 

Data Delivery skb#09_04 (0:4) 

Date:  2009-06-09  

Delivered by: Veronika Linde  

Delivered to: Sven Tirén, Geosigma AB  

Description: Fracture data p_fract_core  

Preliminary processing of the data consisted of converting Excel spread-

sheets to pipe-separated CSV format (by hand for each file, using OpenOf-

fice.org 3.1.1). 

 

3) Fracture domain boundaries 

For preliminary analysis described in Chapter 3: 

Taken from Table 5-2 and estimated from Appendix 4 of Olofsson et al. 

(2007). 

For subsequent analyses: 

Data Delivery skb#09_04 (0:4) 

Date:  2009-06-09  

Delivered by: Veronika Linde  

Delivered to: Sven Tirén, Geosigma AB  

Description: FD_PFM_v22.01 basemodel_joel  (file translated by Geosigma, 

subsequently converted to DFM panel file as described in Geier, 2010a). 

 

4) Deformation zone geometry (double-sided) 

Data Delivery skb#09_04 (0:4) 

Date:  2009-06-09  

Delivered by: Veronika Linde  

Delivered to: Sven Tirén, Geosigma AB  

Description: DZ_PFM_REG_v22.02 basemod_joel.dxf (file translated by 

Geosigma, then converted to DFM panel file as described in Geier, 2010a). 

 

5) Deformation zone geometry (single-sided) 

Data delivery May 2010. 

Delivered to: Sven Tirén, Geosigma AB  
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Description: DZ_PFM_Loc_v22_01. without boundary.dxf and 

DZ_PFM_REG_v22.02 without boundary.dxf (files translated by Geosigma, 

then converted to DFM panel file as described in Geier, 2010a). 

 

6) Borehole geometry 

Data Delivery skb#09_04 (0:4) 

Date:  2009-06-09  

Delivered by: Veronika Linde  

Delivered to: Sven Tirén, Geosigma AB  

Description: Forsmark-BH-090610.dxf  

(converted to DFM panel file using script BaseData/Boreholes/parsebhs ). 

 

7) Repository layout 

Date:  2010-06-02 16:27 

Delivered by: Stefan Sehlstedt  

Delivered to: Sven Tirén, Geosigma AB  

Description: Layout for the repository at Forsmark. 
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3. Exploratory identification 
of alternatives 

 

This chapter describes an exploratory analysis to identify alternative concep-

tual models for the fracture system at the Forsmark candidate repository site. 

The objective was to determine whether the fractures might be spatially or-

ganized in ways that are not taken into account by SKB's conceptual model 

for the discrete-fracture network (DFN) portion of the SDM-Site site de-

scriptive model (Fox et al., 2007; SKB 2008), and if so, to identify a set of 

alternative models that can be propagated as variants in DFM analysis.  

 

This analysis is based on fracture data from core-drilled holes at the For-

smark site. Additional data from outcrop mapping were delivered by SKB 

midway through this project, and could be used as a further means to test the 

alternative models and calibrate their parameters, though this has not been 

done so far. The aim at this stage of the analysis was to identify possible al-

ternative models, rather than to demonstrate that these are necessarily better 

models than those developed by SKB.  

Background 
 

In their statistical analysis of fractures in the bedrock at Forsmark, Fox et al. 

(2007, p. 174-181) found significant differences between portions of the 

rock that were recognized to be “affected by deformation zones,” by which 

was meant the major deformation zones that are generally longer than 1 km. 

Fractures in these “DZ-affected” parts of the rock had similar orientation 

statistics, but significantly higher fracture intensity on average than rock 

more distant from the deformation zones.  The contrast is by a factor of 3 to 

4 when 6 m bins are used for averaging of the fracture intensity data, or a 

factor of 2 to 3 when larger, 30 m bins are used. 

 

For this reason Fox et al. (2007) recommended separate treatment of these 

“DZ-affected” portions of the rock mass. However, this recommendation has 

not been carried forward in the site models presented by SKB thus far. 

 

Detailed studies of fracturing adjacent to fault zones commonly suggest a 

decrease in fracture intensity with distance from the main fault core and sec-

ondary faults, which can be expected from the processes by which fault 

damage zones develop (e.g. Caine, 1999; Geier, 2005). Given that subsidiary 

faults to a parent fault zone form by similar processes, and given the geomet-

ric similarity of structural patterns that are seen on a wide range of scales 

(Kim et al., 2004), it is furthermore expected that rock adjacent to smaller-

scale deformation zones (“minor deformation zones” or MDZs in SKB's 

nomenclature) could affect fracture intensity in the nearby rock, though on a 

smaller scale. 
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Several DFN conceptual models have been developed in the literature to rep-

resent this effect in a simple way. Examples include the “parent-daughter” 

model of Billaux et al. (1989), which is based on a geostatistical model for 

spatial correlation of “daughter” fractures to larger “parent” fractures, and 

the “nearest neighbor” model of Dershowitz et al. (1998) which has a sim-

pler, exponential decay of fracture intensity with distance from the nearest  

“parent” fracture.  

 

Termination relationships among fracture sets are significant for hydrogeol-

ogy, because fracture systems with non-zero termination percentages are 

more well-connected than non-terminating systems with identical fracture 

intensities. 

 

Termination relationships among fracture sets are also significant for as-

sessment of seismic risk. SKB's method of analysis (Hedin, 2007) takes 

credit for the portion of a fracture over which the displacement for a given 

seismic event is predicted to be less than a critical value that could result in 

shear failure of a canister. The method is based on a theoretical elastic solu-

tion for the deformation of an idealized, disk-shaped crack with zero-slip 

boundaries. In a fracture system with non-zero termination percentages, the 

assumption of zero-displacement boundaries does not always hold, so criti-

cal levels of displacement may occur across a larger fraction of the fracture 

area than assumed in this method. 

Analysis 

Effect of deformation zones on fracture intensity 
 

To explore the applicability of a model in which fracture intensity is a func-

tion of proximity to deformation zones, data from the core-drilled holes at 

drill sites BP 01-10 were plotted and examined in terms of: 

 

 Fracture intensity vs. distance to nearest major deformation zone; 

 Fracture intensity vs. distance to nearest major or minor deformation zone. 

 

Data from later drill sites were excluded as these sites were not included in 

the data delivery that was used. Data processing details and preliminary plots 

are given in a project memorandum (Geier, 2010c).  

 

To investigate fracture intensity as a function of distance to the nearest major 

deformation zone, the one-dimensional fracture intensity (P01) data for 1 m 

intervals were sorted based on the fracture domains FFM01 through FFM06 

as defined by Olofsson et al. (2007). 

 

For each P01 data point belonging to a given fracture domain, the distance 

along the borehole from the nearest major deformation zone was then calcu-

lated based on SKB's extended single-hole interpretation (ESHI). The ESHI 

deformation zones are presumed to correspond to major deformation zones, 

with lengths of 1000 m or more. 
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The same data as in the preceding step were sorted further by identifying 

possible minor deformation zones, then calculating the distance to the near-

est deformation zone (either major or minor). 

 

Since minor deformation zones (MDZs) were not identified in the ESHI, a 

threshold intensity P01 > 20 m
-1

 (i.e. a mean fracture spacing of 5 cm or less) 

was assumed to be indicative of a MDZ. The choice of this threshold was 

essentially arbitrary; however the value chosen represents a value 3 times as 

high as the mean P01 in FFM02, the most intensely fractured of the domains 

considered. Two of the domains (FFM03 and FFM06) have no intervals with 

P01 > 20 m
-1

, so are not assigned any MDZs with this choice of threshold for 

fracture intensity.  

Exponential halo model for 1-D intensity measure 
 

Based on inspection, a simple exponential decay model was postulated to 

represent an apparent decrease in the mean value of fracture intensity P as a 

function of the distance h from the nearest deformation zone (major or mi-

nor), of the form: 

   αhae+P=hP 

 1  

where: 

 h  = distance to the nearest deformation zone (major or minor); 

 P∞ =  mean P01 fracture intensity of the background rock (far from 

    the influence of any zone); 

 a,α  = fitting parameters 

 

The first fitting parameter a is related to the mean value of fracture intensity 

immediately adjacent to deformation zones: 

   a+P=P 10   

 
1

0


P

P
=a  

while the second fitting parameter α  determines the exponential rate at 

which mean fracture intensity decays with distance h.  

 

For a given fracture domain, values of P∞ and a were estimated graphically 

and the value of α was adjusted manually to approximately minimize the 

squared residuals: 

 

      
i

ii xhPxP=r
2

01

2
 

 

where: 

 xi  = position of the centre of the ith borehole interval (of 1 m length) 

 h(xi)  = calculated value of h at this position. 

and the sum is taken over all 1 m intervals that are within the fracture do-

main. 
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Parameter values estimated by this method are listed in Table 3.1 for 

FFM01, FFM02, and FFM04 & FFM05 (analysed in combination). Plots 

comparing the data with the fitted functions are given in in Figures 3.1 

through 3.3. The data show a very wide scatter around the fitted functions. 

The extent to which this scatter can be attributed to stochastic variation and 

sampling volumes in a discrete network can best be addressed by simulation, 

as explored in the later sections of this report. 

 

Of the three domains, FFM01 has the lowest background fracture intensity 

as represented by P∞, but also appears to have the strongest influence of de-

formation zones. Since FFM01 is the main host rock for the proposed reposi-

tory, this contrast may be of importance for the near-field performance. 

 

These estimates can form the basis for an alternative fracture model that is 

generated sequentially, by simulating larger features (minor deformation 

zones) first, then smaller features with intensity based on proximity to the 

nearest MDZ.   

 

The choice of the dividing point between larger and smaller features is es-

sentially arbitrary for an analysis based entirely on borehole data, because 

the sizes of fractures intersecting boreholes are essentially unknown. For the 

purpose of scoping the potential effects of this type of model, the division is 

chosen at a fracture diameter of 100 m, which corresponds approximately to 

the scale of features that are recognized as “minor deformation zones” 

(MDZs) in SKB's surface-based site investigations. 

 

Table 3.1 Parameter values for deformation-zone influenced fracture-intensity model for Forsmark fracture 

domains. 

Fracture domain FFM01 FFM02 FFM04 & FFM05 

P∞  [m
-1

] 1 2 1.5 

a  [–] 6 3.5 5 

α   [m
-1

] 0.2 0.2 0.05 
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Figure 3.1 Plot of fracture intensity in core-drilled holes as a function of distance from the nearest defor-

mation zone identified by the extended single-hole interpretation, with fitted exponential-halo model in red, for 

Fracture Domain FFM01. 

 

 

 

Figure 3.2 Plot of fracture intensity in core-drilled holes as a function of distance from the nearest defor-

mation zone identified by the extended single-hole interpretation, with fitted exponential-halo model in red, for 

Fracture Domain FFM02. 
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Figure 3.3 Plot of fracture intensity in core-drilled holes as a function of distance from the nearest defor-

mation zone identified by the extended single-hole interpretation, with fitted exponential-halo model in red, for 

Fracture Domains FFM04 and FFM05. 

 

Termination relationships 
 

Termination relationships among fracture sets were analysed by Fox et al. 

(2007, p. 172-173). These results are reproduced here in Tables 3.2 and 3.3 

for ease of reference. Termination percentages were only for fracture do-

mains FFM02 and FFM03, due to a lack of outcrop data to assess this char-

acteristic for other fracture domains. The outcrop mapping methodology did 

not permit analysis of terminations between the sub-horizontal fracture set 

and the sub-vertical sets. 

 

Termination percentages are generally over 50%, with the exception of one 

fracture set (the NE striking set) in domain FFM02. Thus most fractures 

identified from outcrops at Forsmark terminate at intersections with other 

fractures. The highest termination percentage evaluated is 81.9% for the 

ENE-striking set in FFM03. Despite these findings, termination of fractures 

at intersections has not been carried forward in the site modelling by SKB. 

 

Fox et al. (2007) infer an order of set generation based on the principle that 

younger fracture sets will more often terminate against older sets, than vice 

versa. However, from Tables 3.2 and 3.3 it is evident that “older” sets fre-

quently terminate against “younger” sets. For example, in FFM02, about 
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20% of the fractures in the NE-striking set terminate against the NW-striking 

set, despite that the latter is judged to be younger.  

 

A possible alternative interpretation is that many of these fractures were co-

eval, and formed as conjugate members of a fault array. From the structural 

geologic interpretation of the site (Stephens et al., 2007; Stephens et al., 

2008),  it is further expected that many of the fractures have been reactivated 

and developed further under different tectonic regimes. In such a system, 

termination relations will tend to reflect a hierarchy of scales, with subsidi-

ary faults terminating at higher-order faults regardless of orientation. Differ-

ences in termination percentages among sets can help to indicate which fault 

orientations most frequently corresponded to the dominant shear plane orien-

tations. 

 

This alternative interpretation is supported by visual inspection of the out-

crop maps as given in Appendix 8 of Fox et al. (2007), which show many 

smaller fractures terminating against longer fracture traces. Quantitative 

analysis of this aspect could be possible, as an extension of this project, by 

analysis of map data. 

 

Table 3.2 Relative termination percentage between fracture sets and inferred order of fracture set generation 

for fracture domain FFM02, adapted from Table 4-80 of Fox et al., 2007.  

Fracture set 

(inferred order) 

NE 

(1) 

NW 

(2) 

EW 

(3) 

NS 

(4) 

Total %  

termination 

NE terminates against – 19.5% 11.1% 7.3% 38.0% 

-NW terminates against 33.2% – 11.5% 5.9% 50.7% 

EW terminates against 35.1% 19.5% – 9.4% 64.0% 

NS terminates against 26.9% 18.7% 12.7% – 58.2% 

 

Table 3.3 Relative termination percentage between fracture sets and inferred order of fracture set generation 

for fracture domain FFM03, adapted from Table 4-81 of Fox et al., 2007.  

Fracture set 

(inferred order) 

NW 

(1) 

WNW 

(2) 

NE 

(3) 

NS 

(4) 

ENE 

(5) 

Total %  

termina-

tion 

NW terminates against – 16.0% 19.1% 7.2% 10.9% 53.2% 

WNW terminates against 24.2% – 21.7% 4.5% 9.4% 59.8% 

NE terminates against 23.1% 15.6% – 5.0% 11.8% 55.5% 

NS terminates against 25.9% 18.5% 16.7 – 3.7% 64.8% 

ENE terminates against 34.0% 17.0% 23.9% 6.9 – 81.9% 
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Discussion 
 

Preliminary analysis indicates that the fracture system at Forsmark is spatial-

ly organized in the sense that smaller fractures are spatially correlated to 

larger features (minor deformation zones), and also that smaller fractures 

tend to terminate against larger structures. 

Scaling 3-D fracture intensity measures 
 

The estimates in Table 3.1 can form the basis for an alternative fracture 

model that is generated sequentially, by simulating larger features (minor 

deformation zones) first, then smaller features with intensity based on prox-

imity to the nearest MDZ.  

The function  hP above has been derived independent of fracture sets. For 

application this is treated as a weighting function for the 3-D intensity 

measures of the individual fracture sets, to yield a model in which fracture 

intensity varies as a function of the distance to the nearest deformation zone: 

   hP
C

P
=hP

P

32i

32i  

Here 32iP is the mean 3-D intensity of the ith fracture set in a given fracture 

domain (as defined in SKB's site descriptive model, used as the base case 

here), and CP is a normalization factor satisfying: 

  32i32i P=hP
V

  

where the integral is taken over the fracture domain. This is to ensure that 

the fracture intensity, when averaged over the domain, is equal to that for the 

base-case. This condition is satisfied when:  

 dVhP=C
V

P   

In principal the normalization factor CP can be estimated by Monte Carlo 

integration over the fracture domain for a given realization of MDZs. How-

ever, as a practical matter for the implementation method adopted here, de-

termining the value of  CP  is not necessary, since fractures are generated one 

at a time until the target value of P32i is reached.  

 

An implicit assumption in this approach is that the intensities of all fracture 

sets vary in a similar way as a function of h. If this assumption is relaxed so 

that the intensity of each fracture set varies independently of the others, the 

result would be a more complex model. For such a model, the analysis 

would need to be repeated using three-dimensional (P32i) fracture intensity 

estimates for individual fracture sets, following the analytical correction pro-

cedure described by Fox et al. (2007, p. 45-46). This more complex type of 

model was not attempted in the present study, in favor of testing whether a 

simpler change in conceptual model could produce significant effects.  
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The estimates given in Table 3.1 are based on one-dimensional (P01) fracture 

intensity data from along boreholes, which have not been corrected for ori-

entation bias. The parameter estimates could also be made more exact by 

non-linear least-squares fitting (e.g. using the Levenberg-Marquardt algo-

rithm rather than manual adjustment). These refinements are desirable but 

would likely only result in minor changes, compared to the main effect of 

introducing this spatially heterogeneous model in place of SKB's more ho-

mogeneous model. 

 

Two alternative DFN conceptual model variants are suggested to investigate 

the consequences of this spatial organization for a repository at Forsmark. 

Both make use of the same fracture set definitions as defined by SKB, in-

cluding the fitted probability distributions for fracture orientation, size, and 

transmissivity. The only differences are as follows: 

 

(1) Spatially correlated variant: Fractures in different size classes are 

simulated sequentially, starting with the largest class of features. In-

tensity for smaller classes of fractures scales with distance from the 

nearest larger-scale feature (DZ or MDZ), according to the inverse 

exponential relationship with parameters as defined in Section 3.1. 

(2) Spatially correlated variant with hierarchical termination: As 

for the preceding variant, but with probabilistic termination of 

smaller fractures at intersections with larger fractures to match (ap-

proximately) the observed termination percentages as listed in Ta-

bles 3.2 and 3.3. 

 

Priority was given to the first of these variants, which was expected to be 

more significant than the second. 

 

The second variant (with terminations) is expected to be significant only 

very close to the repository, where it can affect the discrete connectivity of 

pathways from deposition holes to larger features. With the method used to 

calculate equivalent hydraulic conductivity values for assignment to grid 

features farther from the deposition holes, this level of detail will have no 

influence. 
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4. Implementation of alter-
native exponential halo 
model 

Mathematical development and implementation 
 

The exponential halo model was implemented as a new option in the fracgen 

module of the DFM package, Version 2.3.4. 

 

This required development of a method for stochastic simulation of fracture 

locations in a non-uniform intensity field of the specified form, rather than as 

a uniform Poisson process. Three different types of algorithms were consid-

ered: 

 

1) Acceptance-rejection method (generating random points by a uni-

form Poisson process, then thinning these depending on comparison 

to a test function based on the exponential-halo model); 

2) Spatial binning using an adaptation of the bubble-cover algorithm as 

described in the DFM user documentation (Geier, 2010h), in which 

the mean intensity within each bubble is calculated based on Monte 

Carlo integration of the function P(h) within the bubble volume; and  

3) Spatial transformation method in which points simulated by a uni-

form Poisson point process are shifted toward the nearest larger fea-

ture. 

 

The first type of algorithm was rejected as it would require generation and 

testing of close to (a+1) times as many points as are needed, in each case 

finding the distance to the closest parent feature, and then calculating the test 

function. 

 

The second approach might well be the fastest (particularly for simulating a 

large number of fracture centres), but its accuracy would depend on the 

coarseness of the bubble cover, as well as the convergence of the Monte Car-

lo integration. 

 

The spatial transformation approach was therefore chosen for development 

at this stage of the project, as it produces one fracture per simulated point, 

and does not depend on the degree of refinement as would be the case for the 

bubble-cover algorithm. 

 

The steps in the spatial transformation algorithm (derived as part of this pro-

ject) are: 

1. Generate a point x within a given domain based on a uniform Pois-

son process. 

2. Calculate the distance H to the nearest point on the closest parent 

feature F. 
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3. Calculate the expected number of points N(H) that would lie within 

distance H of F, for a Poisson process of uniform average density. 

4. Find the rescaled distance h such that the corresponding expected 

number of points n(h) within distance h of F for the exponential halo 

model P(h|P∞, a,α) is equal to N(H). 

5. Shift the point x toward F so that the transformed point x' is at dis-

tance h. 

Fractures in the child sets are generated by this algorithm one at a time, but 

each fracture in a child set is independent of each other fracture in the child 

sets, so in principle this is independent of the sequence. The halo model is 

created with respect to all of the deformation zones, but the point field inten-

sity at a given point x is defined only with respect to the nearest deformation 

zone (parent feature) F. 

 

The mathematical development of the algorithm makes use of the following 

geometrical formulae: 

 

Area of 3-D surface within distance η of a disc of radius r 

 

   22 2η2π +πrη+r=ηA  

 

Volume within distance η of a disc of radius r 
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3

4
2r η+πrη+πη=ηV  

 

Expected number of Poisson points within distance H of a disc of radius r 
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3

4
2r H+πrH+πHP=HVP=HN avgavg  

 

where Pavg is the average intensity of the Poisson process (points per unit 

volume). 

 

Expected number of exponential halo points within distance h of a disc of 

radius r 
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Setting n(h) equal to N(H) and dividing both sides by P∞ leads to the non-

linear equation: 

 
 HV

P

P
=

P

hn avg



 

 

The value of Pavg, the average intensity of the Poisson point process which is 

required to achieve a given volumetric fracture intensity P32 is generally not 

known a priori.  Pavg is related to P32 by a factor which is a function of the 

fracture size and orientation distributions for a given fracture domain geome-

try. In principle this factor could be estimated by Monte Carlo integration 

over the domain, for each fracture set.  

 

However, since the method of application will be to generate fractures in 

each set iteratively until a target value of P32 is reached, and considering that 

for a sufficiently large domain Pavg approaches P∞ (though is always slightly 

larger), here the simplification Pavg/P∞ ≈ 1 is introduced, to yield: 

 

 
 HV

P

hn




 

 

The function n(h)/P∞ increases monotonically with a continuous derivative 

over all values of h > 0, so for a given function value the corresponding val-

ue of h is readily obtained by the Newton-Raphson method. 

 

The location of the transformed point is then calculated as: 

 px
H

h
+p=x'   

where p is the closest point on the parent feature F, in relation to the Poisson 

point x. 
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5. Evaluation of alternatives 
using borehole data 

 

Analysis 

Fracture statistical models 
 

Fracture populations simulated with the alternative (exponential-halo) model 

were compared with simulations of SKB's GeoDFN model as used by Mu-

nier (2010). The GeoDFN model was used for this comparison rather than 

the HydroDFN model, as non-transmissive fractures contribute to fracture 

frequency and fracture spacing measures.  

 

Munier (2010) considers three variants of the GeoDFN model for Forsmark, 

all of which are based on a Poisson process for fracture locations, but which 

differ in assumptions regarding the fracture size distribution. Here as a base 

case for reference, we compare with the r0-fixed case, which produces the 

highest degree of utilization according to the calculations by Munier (2010). 

Calculations are performed only for fracture domain FFM01, which is the 

main fracture domain that intersects the planned locations of the repository 

tunnels; the other fracture domain of concern, FFM06, yields similar utiliza-

tion factors according to Munier (2010). 

 

The fracture set definitions used as fracgen input for this base case are listed 

in Table 5.1. Note that the statistical models for fracture hydraulic properties 

(transmissivity, storativity, and aperture) are arbitrary and should be disre-

garded, as these are not defined for the GeoDFN model (the statistical mod-

els used apply to the HydroDFN model, but the GeoDFN contains many ad-

ditional fractures that are regarded as non-transmissive, so these are not cor-

rectly represented here). 

 

The exponential-halo model uses the same statistics, but treats GeoDFN 

fractures with r > 100 m as parent features for the smaller fractures. The 

choice of r = 100 m as the dividing point corresponds approximately to the 

scale of features that tend to be interpreted as minor deformation zones 

(MDZs) in SKB's site descriptive model. The method of implementation  for 

the exponential halo model in fracgen is to split each fracture set into two 

parts depending on fracture radius: r > 100 m (simulated first, for all nine 

sets defined in the GeoDFN), and r < 100 m (simulated afterwards). Major 

deformation zones defined by SKB's site investigations also serve as parent 

features for the child fractures; these are loaded in as deterministic surfaces 

prior to generating the fractures. 

 

The fracture set definitions used as fracgen input for the alternative (expo-

nential-halo) model are listed in Table 5.2. Again, the statistical models for 

fracture hydraulic properties (transmissivity, storativity, and aperture) are 
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arbitrary and should be disregarded, as these are not defined for the GeoDFN 

model. 

 

The parameterizations of the parent and child sets are arbitrarily assumed to 

be equal, apart from the size range limits for each set. Independent parame-

terizations of parent and child sets could be considered as a more complex 

alternative model, but would be difficult to justify with the present data, and 

would lead to a more complicated comparison with SKB's GeoDFN model. 

Sampling along boreholes 
 

The simulated-sampling feature of fracgen was then used to produce and 

compare synthetic fracture logs for the base-case ( r0-fixed) and alternative 

(exponential-halo) models. Borehole geometries were taken from data deliv-

eries as documented in Chapter 2. Fracture intersections generated from both 

the base-case (Poisson) model and the exponential halo model were printed 

to the fracgen log file, then sorted to yield simulated borehole fracture logs. 

 

Fracture intersections generated from both the base-case (Poisson) model 

and the exponential halo model were printed to the fracgen log file, then 

sorted to yield simulated borehole fracture logs as excerpted in Table 5.3.  

These results are plotted for an illustrative selection of the deep core-drilled 

boreholes, in Figures 5.1 through 5.3.  

 

Fracture spacing in actual boreholes 
 

For comparison with the simulations, fracture spacings were also evaluated 

from Forsmark core logging data. Source data were taken from the SKB-

delivered data file p_fract_core_KFM.xls, along with the limits of fracture 

domain FFM01 in boreholes as shown in Appendix 4 of Olofsson et al. 

(2007).  

 

The data file was converted to a csv-format file named 

p_fract_core_KFM.csv, then processed with an AWK-language script 

(get_p_fract_core_eshi_FFM01.awk) to extract the data records for fractures  

inside FFM01. The extracted data were stored as a smaller data file 

p_fract_core_eshi_FFM01.csv. 

 

Fracture spacing values were then calculated from the extracted data, simply 

by sorting the records in this last file by borehole name and borehole posi-

tion (using the adjusted position ADJUSTEDSECUP), and calculating the 

distance between each neighbouring pair of fractures in a given borehole. 
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Table 5.1 Fracture set definitions for implementation of base case model, Forsmark fracture domain FFM01, 

deep sub-domain (continued on next page). 

# Forsmark-SDM Site 

# GeoDFN fracture sets for FFM01 (z < -400 m) based on: 

# SKB TR-10-21 Table A3-1 (Munier, 2010), fixed r0 alternative 

# 

# Arbitrarily: 

#  (semi-correlated model for transmissivity vs. r) is from Follin 2008. 

# 

Set 1   # NE 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.718 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 314.90  plunge  1.30  kappa 20.94 

Intensity      P32       1.733 unscaled 

Set 2   # NS 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.745 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 270.10  plunge  5.30  kappa 21.34 

Intensity      P32       1.292 unscaled 

Set 3   # NW 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.607 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 230.10  plunge  4.60  kappa 15.70 

Intensity      P32       0.948 unscaled 

Set 4   # SH 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.579 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend   0.80  plunge 87.30  kappa 17.42 

Intensity      P32       0.624 unscaled 

Set 5   # ENE 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.972 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 157.50  plunge  3.10  kappa 34.11 

Intensity      P32       0.256 unscaled 
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Table 5.1 (ctd) Fracture set definitions for implementation of base case model, Forsmark fracture domain 

FFM01, deep sub-domain. 

Set 6   # EW 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.930 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend   0.40  plunge 11.90  kappa 13.89 

Intensity      P32       0.169 unscaled 

Set 7   # NNE 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  4.000 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 293.80  plunge  0.00  kappa 21.79 

Intensity      P32       0.658 unscaled 

Set 8   # SH2 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.610 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 164.00  plunge 52.60  kappa 35.43 

Intensity      P32       0.081 unscaled 

Set 9   # SH3 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.610 0.039  limits 2.8843 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 337.90  plunge 52.90  kappa 17.08 

Intensity      P32       0.067 unscaled 
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Table 5.2 Fracture set definitions for implementation of halo model, Forsmark fracture domain FFM01, deep 

sub-domain (continued on following pages). 

#  Forsmark-SDM Site 

# GeoDFN fracture sets for FFM01 (z < -400 m) based on: 

# SKB TR-10-21 Table 5-1 (Munier, 2010) 

# 

# Arbitrarily: 

#  (semi-correlated model for transmissivity vs. r) is from Follin 2008. 

# 

Set 1   # NE 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.718 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 314.90  plunge  1.30  kappa 20.94 

Intensity      P32       1.733 unscaled 

Set 2   # NS 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.745 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 270.10  plunge  5.30  kappa 21.34 

Intensity      P32       1.292 unscaled 

Set 3   # NW 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.607 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 230.10  plunge  4.60  kappa 15.70 

Intensity      P32       0.948 unscaled 

Set 4   # SH 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.579 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend   0.80  plunge 87.30  kappa 17.42 

Intensity      P32       0.624 unscaled 

Set 5   # ENE 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.972 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 157.50  plunge  3.10  kappa 34.11 

Intensity      P32       0.256 unscaled 
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Table 5.2 (ctd) Fracture set definitions for implementation of halo model, Forsmark fracture domain FFM01, 

deep sub-domain. 

 

Set 6   # EW 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.930 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend   0.40  plunge 11.90  kappa 13.89 

Intensity      P32       0.169 unscaled 

Set 7   # NNE 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  4.000 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 293.80  plunge  0.00  kappa 21.79 

Intensity      P32       0.658 unscaled 

Set 8   # SH2 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.610 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 164.00  plunge 52.60  kappa 35.43 

Intensity      P32       0.081 unscaled 

Set 9   # SH3 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.610 0.039  limits 100 564.2 

Location       Poisson 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 337.90  plunge 52.90  kappa 17.08 

Intensity      P32       0.067 unscaled 

Set 10  # NE child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.718 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 314.90  plunge  1.30  kappa 20.94 

Intensity      P32       1.733 unscaled 

Set 11  # NS child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.745 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 270.10  plunge  5.30  kappa 21.34 

Intensity      P32       1.292 unscaled 
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Table 5.2 (ctd) Fracture set definitions for implementation of halo model, Forsmark fracture domain FFM01, 

deep sub domain. 

 

Set 12  # NW child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.607 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 230.10  plunge  4.60  kappa 15.70 

Intensity      P32       0.948 unscaled 

Set 13  # SH child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.579 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend   0.80  plunge 87.30  kappa 17.42 

Intensity      P32       0.624 unscaled 

Set 14  # ENE child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.972 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 157.50  plunge  3.10  kappa 34.11 

Intensity      P32       0.256 unscaled 

Set 15  # EW child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.930 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend   0.40  plunge 11.90  kappa 13.89 

Intensity      P32       0.169 unscaled 

Set 16  # NNE child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  4.000 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 293.80  plunge  0.00  kappa 21.79 

Intensity      P32       0.658 unscaled 

Set 17  # SH2 child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.610 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 164.00  plunge 52.60  kappa 35.43 

Intensity      P32       0.081 unscaled 
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Table 5.2 (ctd) Fracture set definitions for implementation of halo model, Forsmark fracture domain FFM01, 

deep sub-domain. 

 

Set 18  # SH3 child 

Transmissivity Loglinear r 0.5 5.3e-11 1.0 limits -2 2 

Storativity    Constant  1e-8 

Aperture       CubicLaw 

Radius         Powerlaw  3.610 0.039  limits 2.8843 100 

Location       Halo      P 1 a 6 alpha 0.2 parents 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Orientation    Fisher    trend 337.90  plunge 52.90  kappa 17.08 

Intensity      P32       0.067 unscaled 

 

Table 5.3. Excerpt of a simulated fracture log for multiple boreholes. L is distance along the borehole to the 

given fracture intersection, strike & dip of the fracture are given in degrees following the usual right-hand 

convention for dip, T is fracture transmissivity, (X,Y,Z) are the global coordinates of the fracture's intersection 

with the centre line of a given borehole segment, and (nx, ny, nz) are the components of the fracture normal 

vector. 

Borehole L (m) Strike Dip   T(m
2
/s)       X (m)           Y (m)          Z (m)        nx       ny       nz 

HFM01   140.31 358.9  8.2  3.76e-06 1631499.98 6699621.85  -136.64 -0.003  0.142  0.990  

HFM01   147.99  19.0  1.2  3.63e-08 1631501.07 6699622.59  -144.21  0.007  0.019  1.000  

HFM01   168.92 180.2 10.6  2.99e-05 1631504.23 6699624.80  -164.77 -0.001 -0.183  0.983  

HFM01   172.31 213.1  8.8  1.16e-05 1631504.77 6699625.19  -168.10 -0.083 -0.128  0.988  

HFM01   187.54  72.8 27.3  9.03e-06 1631507.31 6699627.04  -182.99  0.439  0.136  0.888  

HFM01   192.48 247.8 10.0  6.07e-07 1631508.17 6699627.67  -187.82 -0.160 -0.065  0.985  

HFM01   194.06 270.0 36.5  9.44e-07 1631508.44 6699627.88  -189.36 -0.595  0.001  0.804  

HFM01   194.41 281.0 46.9  8.07e-06 1631508.51 6699627.92  -189.71 -0.717  0.139  0.683  

HFM16   118.94 148.5 21.6  4.17e-08 1632468.43 6699717.95  -115.25  0.193 -0.314  0.930  

HFM16   122.74  20.2 17.8  9.34e-06 1632469.00 6699717.52  -118.99  0.106  0.287  0.952  

HFM16   128.23 140.5 15.1  7.37e-08 1632469.90 6699716.85  -124.36  0.165 -0.201  0.966  

HFM16   129.08  63.6 30.4  8.80e-05 1632470.04 6699716.75  -125.19  0.454  0.225  0.862  

HFM17   108.95 338.2 35.8  5.28e-08 1633263.24 6699471.67  -104.53 -0.217  0.543  0.811  

HFM20   100.75 355.5 20.6  1.53e-05 1630776.53 6700193.17   -97.59 -0.028  0.350  0.936  

HFM20   111.34  36.4 49.0  2.10e-06 1630776.43 6700193.38  -108.18  0.448  0.607  0.656  

HFM20   114.94 190.2 25.9  1.77e-04 1630776.37 6700193.43  -111.78 -0.077 -0.430  0.899  

HFM20   118.39 161.9 32.6  7.29e-05 1630776.31 6700193.46  -115.23  0.168 -0.513  0.842  

HFM20   128.50  37.8  5.1  6.24e-06 1630776.09 6700193.45  -125.34  0.055  0.070  0.996  

HFM20   135.59  57.0 11.4  1.55e-06 1630775.90 6700193.41  -132.42  0.166  0.108  0.980  

HFM20   136.13 134.1 46.1  7.88e-07 1630775.89 6700193.40  -132.96  0.517 -0.501  0.694  

HFM20   140.03  95.1 23.8  2.57e-07 1630775.77 6700193.37  -136.86  0.403 -0.036  0.915  

HFM20   142.28 331.0 54.0  1.86e-07 1630775.70 6700193.34  -139.11 -0.392  0.708  0.588 

... 
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Results 
 

The results are plotted for an illustrative selection of the deep core-drilled 

boreholes, in Figures 5.1 through 5.3. Results are plotted as fracture spacing 

versus depth (rather than as interval transmissivity vs. depth as in the preced-

ing memorandum, Geier 2010d, since the statistical model for fracture 

transmissivity is arbitrary as discussed above).  

 

A noticeable difference between the two models, when plotted in this way, is 

that fracture spacing values appear to be spatially correlated with respect to 

distance along the boreholes. The exponential-halo model tends to produce 

long intervals with very few fractures (most strikingly, the interval from 760 

m to 880 m depth in KFM05A, in realization 1). 

 

As seen from Table 5.4, the total number of fractures that intersect the bore-

holes in fracture domain FFM01, is similar for two realizations of the base-

case model, and one realization of the exponential-halo model. The other 

realization of the exponential-halo model yields about 20% more intersec-

tions with boreholes. Similar results are obtained for mean fracture frequen-

cy. This is apparently due to chance location of a few stochastic “parent” 

fractures in the second realization of the exponential-halo model, which 

leads to more clusters of “child” fractures that intersect the boreholes. 

 

The median fracture spacings for these two realizations of the exponential-

halo model are lower by 15% to 22% than for the realization of the base-case 

model that produced the lowest median fracture spacing. However due to the 

substantial variability in this measure between realizations (+/- 6% for the 

base-case and +/- 5% for the halo model), additional realizations may be 

needed to determine if median fracture spacing is a robust statistic for com-

parison between models. 

 

Table 5.4 Statistical summary of results from simulations of borehole sampling comparing two different mod-

els of the fracture population in Fracture Domain FFM01 at Forsmark. Results are combined for all 17 bore-

holes that penetrated FFM01 (at the time of the data freeze for the data delivery used as the basis for these 

calculations), for two different realizations of each model. 

Calculation case Poisson (SDM-Site r0-fixed variant) Exponential Halo 

Realization 1 2 1 2 

Number of borehole in-

tersections 

630 651 634 757 

Mean fracture frequency 

in boreholes (per m) 

0.17 0.17 0.17 0.2 

Median fracture spacing 4.54 4.02 3.43 3.14 
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Figure 5.1 Simulated fracture logs for Fracture Domain FFM01, Borehole KFM01A. 
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Figure 5.2 Simulated fracture logs for Fracture Domain FFM01, Borehole KFM05A. 
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Figure 5.3 Simulated fracture logs for Fracture Domain FFM01, Borehole KFM07A. 
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The cumulative density functions for fracture spacing (Figure 5.4) also show 

substantial distinctions between the two models, as well as between two real-

izations of a given model. A Kolmogorov-Smirnov test comparing the halo 

model to the Poisson model (comparing the closest realizations of each) 

yields a probability of only 0.08% that the spacing samples are drawn from 

the same parent distribution; in other words this hypothesis can be rejected at 

a significance level of 99.9%.  

 

The corresponding probability for the observed difference between realiza-

tions of the Poisson model is 40%. The probability for the observed differ-

ences between realizations of the halo model is 35%. Thus the differences 

between realizations of a given model are much less significant than the dif-

ference between models. This result suggests that comparison of fracture 

spacing distributions could be a way to distinguish between these two mod-

els based on borehole data. 

 

However, fracture spacing distributions calculated from actual borehole data 

from Fracture Domain FFM0, as also shown in Figure 5.4, show large dif-

ferences with both the Poisson model and the exponential halo model. This 

is true regardless of whether fracture spacings are calculated based on (1) all 

fractures, (2) only fractures that were characterized either as open or partly 

open/partly sealed, or (3) only open fractures. Possible explanations for this 

large discrepancy are discussed in the following section. 
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Figure 5.4 Comparison of two realizations of the base case (Poisson process) vs. two realizations of the 

exponential-halo model in terms of the cumulative and incremental frequency of simulated fracture spacing, 

for Forsmark fracture domain FFM01. Each data point on the incremental plot represents the fraction of the 

points that are within a bin covering 1/4 order of magnitude on the logarithmic scale. Also shown for compari-

son on the first plot are the measured cumulative distributions of fracture spacing in borehole sections that 

are within FFM01, for three different classifications of these fractures: open fractures only, open fractures plus 

partly sealed fractures, and all fractures (including sealed fractures). 
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Discussion 
 

Simulations of borehole sampling in Fracture Domain FFM01 show that the 

base-case (Poisson) model should be distinguishable from the exponential 

halo model, for this idealized type of sampling. The main differences are that 

exponential halo model shows longer intervals of borehole with no conduc-

tive fractures, as well as intervals of closely spaced fractures, which at least 

qualitatively corresponds to a recognized characteristic of the Forsmark site. 

The possibility that clustering of fractures in the halo model is significant for 

large-scale connectivity and groundwater flow is explored by site-scale 

modelling in Chapter 8. 

 

However, simulated borehole sampling for both models shows large discrep-

ancies with actual fracture spacing data from core-drilled holes in FFM01. 

This is true even when only fractures mapped as “open” are considered. The 

simulated spacing distribution for the exponential halo model is marginally 

closer to the curves for the actual data than the simulated spacing distribu-

tion for the Poisson model, but the discrepancies are so large for both models 

that that not much meaning can be attached to this observation. 

 

One explanation for these large discrepancies is the practical necessity to use 

a finite, minimum fracture size in the simulated sampling. The simulations 

include only fractures with radii of 0.5 m or larger. According to the fitted 

power-law model for fracture size, there should be vast numbers of smaller 

fractures that are still larger than the borehole radius (on the order of 10 cm). 

This is only partly compensated for by the fact that smaller fractures have 

lower probabilities of intersecting a borehole. 

 

This appears to be a practical difficulty in comparing borehole data with 

simulations of borehole sampling. Unless the simulations are extended to 

include very small fractures down to the scale of 10 cm – which requires 

much longer computation times -- comparison between actual and simulated 

datasets in terms of fracture spacing might not be meaningful. Spacing data 

are also sensitive to the classification of fractures during borehole mapping 

(i.e. as sealed vs. open), and to the treatment of intensively fractured zones. 

Mapping of fractures in underground tunnels (considered in the next section 

of this report) may be a more favourable situation for comparing models to 

data, since there is the possibility to limit the size range of fractures that en-

ter into spacing calculations. 

 

Based on comparison of borehole sampling simulations to actual borehole 

data there appears to be no reason to favour the Poisson model over the ex-

ponential halo model; if anything, the exponential halo model is marginally 

better. Thus it appears useful to propagate this model further to analyse its 

consequences for repository performance. 
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6. Potential to distinguish al-
ternatives in repository 
tunnels 

 

This chapter addresses the research question: 

 

 To what extent can data obtained in the repository construction 

phase reasonably be expected to limit uncertainties with regard to 

DFN size distributions and spatial/structural relationships among 

fractures, for the rock at repository depth? 

 

This question is addressed by means of simulated sampling along tunnels 

based on SKB's most recently proposed repository layout. Comparisons are 

made with respect to alternative DFN models proposed by SKB (SKB 2008; 

Munier, 2010), and an additional alternative model (exponential halo model) 

that is based on the same borehole data analysed by SKB, but which produc-

es stronger clustering of small fractures around major and minor deformation 

zones. 

 

The method of investigation is based on simulated sampling along tunnels 

(based on SKB's most recently proposed repository layout) to evaluate the 

likelihood of being able to discriminate among viable alternative DFN mod-

els during the construction phase. 

 

The first stage of analysis tests the potential for underground observations to 

discriminate between alternative models for the spatial organization of frac-

tures. This is done by sampling fracture intersections along the tunnel axes, 

and comparing between models in terms of the spacing distribution. From 

previous work (Geier, 2010d and preceding chapters of this report) this was 

expected to be an effective way for discriminating between SKB's model 

based on a Poisson process for fracture location, and a proposed alternative 

based on the exponential halo model.  

 

The second stage of analysis tests the potential for fracture sampling along 

tunnel walls to distinguish between alternative assumptions regarding the 

DFN size distribution. In this case, the comparison is among alternative 

models that were developed by SKB (SKB 2008; Munier, 2010). The basic 

procedure was to generate stochastic realizations of the fracture population, 

calculate the intersections with tunnel walls, and compare the models in 

terms of the resulting distribution of trace lengths. 
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Analysis 

Linear sampling to discriminate among spatial models 
 

During repository tunnel construction, scan-line mapping will be possible 

along the direction of the tunnel axes. This will yield linear samples of the 

fractures, which can be used to evaluate fracture intensity and its inverse, 

fracture spacing, and then compared with models. 

 

Linear samples of fracture spacing could also be obtained at an earlier stage, 

prior to excavation of individual tunnels, if pilot holes for the tunnels are 

drilled and mapped using methods similar to those used for surface-based 

exploration in core-drilled holes. However, pilot holes on the scale of centi-

meters will give much less information about the size of the intersected frac-

tures than scan-line mapping on tunnel walls that are one a scale of meters. 

 

These linear samples will differ from the information obtained during sur-

face investigations, in that the directions of sampling will be mainly horizon-

tal, in the plane of the repository, whereas data from surface-based investiga-

tions using boreholes is primarily vertical (the ventilation shafts and person-

nel shafts will provide some vertically oriented samples, but the net length of 

these shafts within the repository volume will be small compared with the 

total length of horizontal tunnels). 

 

Another important difference is that the total length of sampling along tun-

nels will be much larger than the total length of surface-based boreholes in 

the pre-investigation stage, particularly the fraction within the repository 

host rock. This implies a larger statistical sample that can be used to discrim-

inate among alternative discrete-fracture network (DFN) models. 

 

To evaluate the possibility for this additional information to allow discrimi-

nation among alternative models for fracture clustering, the fracgen module 

of the DFM package (version 2.4.0) was used to simulate linear sampling 

along the axes of the repository tunnels, according to the layout that SKB 

has developed for SR-Site. For practical purposes, the tunnel axes were 

treated as boreholes in order to utilize the existing borehole-sampling algo-

rithm in fracgen. 

 

From previous work as described in Chapter 5, this was expected to be an 

effective way for discriminating between SKB's models based on a Poisson 

process for fracture location, and a proposed alternative based on the expo-

nential halo model. The ability to assess fracture size (or at least find a lower 

bound on a scale of meters) from scan-lines on fracture walls could help to 

avoid the problems that were discussed in the comparison of borehole spac-

ing data with simulated borehole data. 

 

The tunnel coordinates were converted to a sampling program input file con-

sisting of boreholes, using the script make_tunnelbhs, which uses an AWK 
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language script tunnels_to_samprog.awk to parse the coordinates into the 

required format for fracgen input. 

 

Stochastic realizations of SKB's base-case GeoDFN model and the alterna-

tive (exponential halo) model were then generated, using the table in Appen-

dix 3 of Munier (2010) as the source of parameters for SKB's GeoDFN 

model (base-case model, “r0-fixed” model). As a simplification, fracture 

domain FFM06 was simulated using the same statistics as fracture domain 

FFM01, so that comparisons could be made between statistically homogene-

ous domains covering the entire repository.  

 

Only fractures of radius larger than 2.88 m (i.e., the size range considered by 

Munier (2010) as exceeding the tunnel dimension) were simulated, so the 

spacing data generated correspond to the spacings between larger (tunnel-

scale) fractures. A smaller minimum fracture radius corresponding to a min-

imum trace length of 0.5 m was tested, but the simulation time and number 

of fractures generated in the repository volume was found to be excessive. 

Note that the model includes all fractures, not just the transmissive fractures 

that would need to be retained for hydrogeological modelling, and the full 

repository volume considered here is much larger than that modelled by Mu-

nier (2010) who considered individual tunnels. 

 

For each model and realization, intersections with the hypothetical boreholes 

along the tunnels were calculated using the fracgen sampling option and 

stored to a sampling log file. Fracture intensities and spacings along the tun-

nel axes were then obtained by sorting the sampling log file (by tunnel ID 

and position).  

 

Figure 6.1 shows examples of the results for the entire repository layout. The 

cumulative distributions of fracture spacings along tunnel axes for the two 

different models are compared in Figure 6.2. 

 

Using the Kolmogorov-Smirnov test for comparison of cumulative distribu-

tions (Table 6.1), the null hypothesis that the fracture spacing samples are 

drawn from the same distribution is rejected at a significance level of 0.01(or 

lower). Thus these two models are expected to be distinguishable with high 

confidence, based on the quantity of fracture spacing data that can be ob-

tained by scan-line mapping along the repository tunnels.  
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Figure 6.1 Intersections between pilot holes for the repository tunnel system and fractures (larger than 2.88 

m radius), for the base case and exponential halo model. 
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Figure 6.2  Cumulative and incremental frequencies of fracture spacing along tunnels axes in the simulated 

repository layout at Forsmark, comparing a single stochastic realization of the base case Poisson process, r0-

fixed model (Base 01) with a single realization of the exponential halo model (Halo 01). Each data point on 

the incremental plot represents the fraction of the points that are within a bin covering 1/4 order of magnitude 

on the logarithmic scale. 
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Table 6.1 Statistical comparison between the base case (Poisson, r0-fixed) model and alternative (exponen-

tial halo) model in terms of spacing of large (radius > 2.8843 m) fractures along the axes of deposition and 

access tunnels in the repository layout used in SR-Site. The null hypothesis that the two simulated spacing 

samples are from the same parent distribution is rejected with high confidence. 

 

Calculation case Poisson (SDM-Site r0-fixed 

variant) 

Exponential Halo 

Realization 1 1 

N 2707 2707 

Minimum spacing (m) <0.01 <0.01 

1
st

 quartile (m) 5.70 4.79 

Median spacing (m) 14.02 12.56 

3
rd

 quartile 28.91 29.54 

Maximum spacing (m) 265.94 320.68 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic D 0.0635 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability 3.59E-05 

 

Area sampling to discriminate among size models 
 

In addition to fracture spacing and fracture intensity data, mapping of frac-

tures along the tunnel walls will also yield fracture trace length distributions 

which are related to the fracture size distribution. SKB has suggested that 

these data will help to reduce the acknowledged high uncertainty regarding 

the fracture size distribution, particularly the frequency of large fractures 

which is a key uncertainty both for assessing risks associated with earth-

quake scenarios (i.e. possibility for shearing of canisters along large frac-

tures) and for hydrogeologic connectivity.  

 

Since tunnel widths and heights are small compared to the scales for which 

fractures are regarded as having potential to pose a seismic risk, the question 

is whether tunnel mapping data will be adequate to distinguish between al-

ternative models for the fracture size distribution. 

 

To address this question, the fracgen module of the DFM package was also 

used to simulate area mapping along tunnel surfaces, within the layout that 

SKB has developed for SR-Site. For practical purposes, in this step the tun-

nels were treated as having a rectangular cross-section, with along the two 

vertical sides, the roof, floor, and two vertical sides.  

 

The tunnel faces were produced using the repository module of the DFM 

package, then converted to a sampling program format with the  AWK lan-

guage script reptunnels_to_samprog.awk for fracgen input. 
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Stochastic realizations were produced for all three major variants of SKB's 

GeoDFN model: 

 r0-fixed (base-case) alternative 

 tectonic-continuum (TCM, kr-fixed) alternative 

 outcrop-scale/tectonic-fault (OSM + TFM) alternative 

using the table in Appendix 3 of Munier (2010) as the source of parameters. 

The exponential halo model was also compared, although it was expected to 

produce similar data to the base case since it uses the same fracture size dis-

tribution. As a simplification, fracture domain FFM06 was simulated using 

the same statistics as fracture domain FFM01, so that comparisons could be 

made between statistically homogeneous domains covering the entire reposi-

tory. 

 

Only fractures of radius larger than 2.88 m (i.e., the size range considered by 

Munier (2010)  as exceeding the tunnel dimension) were simulated, so this 

analysis is focused on the distribution of fracture trace lengths that are on the 

tunnel scale or larger. Spacing data generated correspond to the spacings 

between larger (tunnel-scale) fractures. 

 

For each model and realization, the endpoints of intersections with the tunnel 

mapping surfaces (roof, floor, or walls) were calculated using the fracgen 

sampling option and stored to a sampling log file. Trace lengths were calcu-

lated as the Cartesian distance between endpoints on each mapping surface. 

For traces that intersected more than one mapping surface, the trace length 

was calculated as the sum of the lengths on the individual surfaces. Thus in 

the case of a fracture that produces a full-perimeter intersection, the trace 

length would be calculated as the trace that would be measured all the way 

around the tunnel's perimeter. 

 

The results for the different models and realizations are summarized in Fig-

ure 6.3 and Tables 6.2 through 6.4. 

 

Due to the large number of traces sampled per realization (over 28,000 for 

all cases), the cumulative density functions for different realizations of a 

given model are indistinguishable on this plotting scale. Also, as expected, 

the exponential halo model is indistinguishable from the two realizations of 

the base case.  However, the two alternative models considered by Munier 

(2010) do yield significant differences both in the numbers of traces in this 

size range, and in their normalized distribution. Thus data from mapping 

fracture traces on repository tunnels should be adequate to distinguish 

among these alternative models for the fracture size distribution. 

 

The peaked form of the incremental frequency plots in Figure 6.3 is appar-

ently real rather than an artefact of bin resolution. The peak frequency is at 

5.5 m to 5.6 m for all cases, which is approximately equal to the tunnel di-

ameter. This indicates a dominating influence of observation scale for frac-

ture trace-length distributions in tunnels. 
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Figure 6.3  Fracture trace length distributions for the simulated repository layout at Forsmark, comparing two 

stochastic realizations of the base case Poisson process, r0-fixed model (Base 01 & 02) vs. a single realiza-

tions of the exponential halo model (Halo 01), and two realizations each of SKB's alternative tectonic-

continuum (TCM 01 & 02) and outcrop-scale/tectonic-fault (TFM 01 & 02) models. Note that the curves for 

different realizations of a given model are indistinguishable on this scale. Also the curve for the exponential 

halo model is indistinguishable from the two realizations of the base case. Each data point on the incremental 

plot represents the fraction of the points that are within a bin covering 1/8 order of magnitude on the logarith-

mic scale. Note that this is a higher resolution than used in Figure 6.2, in order to check if the sharply peaked 

form is an artefact of bin size. 
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Table 6.2 Statistical comparisons between two realizations of the base case (Poisson, r0-fixed) model, and 

between one realization of this model and the alternative (exponential halo) model, in terms of trace length for 

large (radius > 2.8843 m) fractures along the deposition and access tunnels in the repository layout used in 

SR-Site. Parameter values for deformation-zone influenced fracture intensity model for Forsmark fracture 

domains. The null hypothesis that the simulated trace length samples are from the same parent distribution is 

accepted with high confidence in both cases. 

Calculation case Poisson (SDM-Site r0-fixed variant) Exponential Halo 

Realization 1 2 1 

N 28997 28821 29000 

Minimum trace length (m) <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

1
st

 quartile (m) 5.09 5.12  5.08 

Median trace length (m) 6.97 6.96 6.95 

3
rd

 quartile 10.80 10.81 10.76 

Maximum trace length (m) 396.94 399.29 386.83 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic D – 0.0053 0.0065 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability – 0.81 0.57 
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Table 6.3 Statistical comparisons between two realizations of the tectonic continuum (TCM), kr-fixed variant 

base case, and between one realization of this model and one realization of the base-case (r0-fixed) model, 

in terms of trace length for large (radius > 2.8843 m) fractures along the deposition and access tunnels in the 

repository layout used in SR-Site. Parameter values for deformation-zone influenced fracture intensity model 

for Forsmark fracture domains. The null hypothesis that the simulated trace length samples for the two differ-

ent realizations of the TCM model are from the same parent distribution is accepted with high confidence. The 

null hypothesis that the simulated trace length samples from the TCM base-case models is rejected with high 

confidence. Note that the number of intersections is also much higher in the TCM case. 

Calculation case Poisson (TCM k0-fixed variant) Poisson (SDM-Site r0-

fixed variant) 

Realization 1 2 1 

N 117633 117181 28997 

Minimum trace length (m) <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

1
st

 quartile (m) 4.95 4.93  5.09 

Median trace length (m) 6.65 6.65 6.97 

3
rd

 quartile 9.86 9.81 10.80 

Maximum trace length (m) 403.15 326.25 396.94 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic D – 0.0033 0.0438 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability – 0.56 3.73E-39 
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Table 6.4 Statistical comparisons between two realizations of the outcrop-scale + tectonic-fault model (OSM 

+ TFM), and between one realization of this model and one realization of the base-case (r0-fixed) model, in 

terms of trace length for large (radius > 2.8843 m) fractures along the deposition and access tunnels in the 

repository layout used in SR-Site. Parameter values for deformation-zone influenced fracture intensity model 

for Forsmark fracture domains. The null hypothesis that the simulated trace length samples for the two differ-

ent realizations of the TCM model are from the same parent distribution is accepted with high confidence. The 

null hypothesis that the simulated trace length samples from the TCM base-case models is rejected with high 

confidence. 

Calculation case Poisson (OSM+TFM k0-fixed variant) Poisson (SDM-Site r0-

fixed variant) 

Realization 1 2 1 

N 37390 37575 28997 

Minimum trace length (m) <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 

1
st

 quartile (m) 5.26 5.25  5.09 

Median trace length (m) 7.30 7.27 6.97 

3
rd

 quartile 12.17 12.06 10.80 

Maximum trace length (m) 383.47 422.53 396.94 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic D – 0.0060 0.0449 

Kolmogorov-Smirnov probability – 0.51 5.47E-29 
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Discussion 
 

Simulated sampling of fractures in the planned repository tunnels at For-

smark show that: 

 

1) Fracture spacing data from scan lines along the length of the tunnels 

should be adequate to distinguish between two alternative models 

for fracture location (Poisson vs. exponential-halo models). 

2) Fracture trace length data from mapping of the tunnel surfaces 

should be adequate to distinguish among SKB's main alternative 

models for fracture size distribution. 

 

The second result is obtained despite that the larger fractures that account for 

most significant differences between these models are generally on a scale 

larger than the tunnel cross-section. However, it is also noted that the scale 

of tunnel cross-sections has a dominating effect on the observed distribution 

of trace lengths. 

 

Additional possibilities for discrimination may be offered by correlating 

large fractures between tunnels. The additional information to be obtained 

from this possibility has not been evaluated in the present exercise, but could 

be assessed by further analysis of the simulated trace maps that were ob-

tained here. 

 

A practical question for review of a repository application is, at what point in 

excavation in repository excavation would there be sufficient data to distin-

guish between the two spatial models considered here? Considering the very 

high confidence levels for a comparison based on the full repository, and 

considering that the Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic is a function of the 

square root of the number of data points, such a conclusion could perhaps be 

reached after excavating one or two panels (sections) of the repository. A 

quantitative assessment of this question could be made by supplementary 

analysis of the data from these simulations. 
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7. Deposition hole utilization 
for alternative models 

 

Analysis 

Simulation of fracture sets 
 

To evaluate the impact of the alternative (exponential halo) model on the 

degree of utilization for deposition tunnels, fracture populations simulated 

with the alternative model were compared with simulations of SKB's Ge-

oDFN model as used by Munier (2010). The GeoDFN model must be used 

for this comparison rather than the HydroDFN model, as non-transmissive 

fractures excluded from the HydroDFN model of Follin (2008) can affect 

utilization due to seismic risk, even if they are not considered to be relevant 

for hydrogeologic analysis. 

 

The statistical models for the fracture sets were the same as used for simulat-

ed borehole sampling, as described in Chapter 5. Here as a base case for ref-

erence, we again compare with the r0-fixed case, which produces the highest 

degree of utilization according to the calculations by Munier (2010). Calcu-

lations are performed only for fracture domain FFM01, which is the main 

fracture domain that intersects the planned locations of the repository tun-

nels; the other fracture domain of concern, FFM06, yields similar utilization 

factors according to Munier (2010). 

 

Figures 7.1 and 7.2 show horizontal cross-sections through the two DFN 

models, in the plane of the repository. The main qualitative difference is 

seen as a more heterogeneous distribution of the smaller fractures, in the ex-

ponential-halo model, with a tendency toward clustering along larger fea-

tures, and larger areas of “good rock” with few or no fractures. 
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Figure 7.1  Horizontal cross sections through two different realizations of the GeoDFN model for fracture 

domain FFM01, base case model (Poisson process), in the plane of the repository (z = -468 m). The area of 

the plots is approximately 4 km x 4 km. The open area in the right-centre part of the cross-section is part of 

fracture domain FFM06, which is not simulated in this analysis. Colour of fracture traces represents simulated 

values of transmissivity, for illustrative purposes (note that a transmissivity distribution is not defined for the 

GeoDFN). Fractures are not truncated at domain boundaries, so some fracture traces extend into other do-

mains (including in the third dimension, outside of this cross-section, which accounts for the few fracture 

traces that appear to be entirely outside of fracture domain FFM01 in this cross-section). 
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Figure 7.2  Horizontal cross sections through two different realizations of the alternative exponential-halo  

DFN model for fracture domain FFM01, in the plane of the repository (z = -468 m). The area of the plots is 

approximately 4 km x 4 km. Colour of fracture traces represents simulated values of transmissivity, for illustra-

tive purposes (note that a transmissivity distribution is not defined for the GeoDFN). 
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Utilization of deposition holes 
 

Degree of utilization of deposition tunnels (expressed as a percentage) is 

defined by Munier (2010) as: 

positions of number Planned

positions accepted of Number
=DoU 100 % 

Although not explicitly stated by Munier (2010), here the “planned number 

of deposition holes” is assumed to mean the number of deposition holes that 

could be placed in a given array of deposition tunnels, taking into account 

the required spacing between deposition holes due to thermal requirements 

(a function of rock type), within the total usable length of tunnel which is 

calculated as:  

     
i

iendiplugiusable lll=L  

where: 

 li  = length of the ith deposition tunnel 

 lplug(i)  = length reserved for a plug at the entrance to the ith deposition 

      tunnel 

 lend(i)  = Minimum allowable distance from the edge of a deposition hole 

      to the blind end of the ith deposition tunnel. 

 

In the present analysis, it is assumed that lplug(i) and lend(i) are the same for all 

deposition tunnels, with values as specified for the SR-Can safety assess-

ment: 

  lplug(i) = 8 m 

  lend(i) = 20 m 

 

If the minimum allowed spacing smin between canisters is constant (as is 

specified by the design for a given rock type at Forsmark, according to Mu-

nier, 2010), then the degree of utilization can be approximated as: 

    usable

minaccepted

min

iendiplugi

i

accepted

L

sN

s

lll

N
=DoU 










 
 int

 

where the int() expression is due to the fact that only an integral number of 

deposition holes can be placed in a given drift, even if a fractional additional 

length is available. This formula has been used in the present analysis to 

evaluate DoU based on output from the repository module.  

 

Tunnel axis coordinates for this analysis were taken from the D2 layout de-

livery as documented in Section 2 of this memorandum. No distinction was 

made between tunnels in fracture domain FFM06 vs. FFM01. Hence (since 

fractures were not simulated in FFM06 at the current stage), the degree of 

utilization is likely overestimated relative to estimates produced by Munier 

(2010). Likewise, this analysis only accounts for deposition-hole locations 

that are excluded based on the full-perimeter-intersection (FPI) criterion, not 

the extended criterion (EFPC) which also excludes deposition holes that are 
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intersected by fractures that pass through five or more successive canister 

positions. Hence it is expected that the utilization estimates produced here 

will be higher than those of Munier (2010),  

 

The total usable tunnel length for all calculation cases is the same, Lusable = 

49,494.3 m out of a total deposition tunnel length of 55,290.3 m.  

 

As shown in Table 7.1, the two models produce similar degrees of utilization 

(compared to the range of variation between realizations), though the mean 

value for the exponential halo model is about 0.6% higher than for the Pois-

son model. Thus in terms of utilization, the exponential halo model is essen-

tially the same, or slightly better than the base case. 

 

Note that all results are slightly higher than those obtained by Munier (2010, 

Figure 7-6). The mean DoU for the two realizations of the base case (r0-

fixed Poisson model) is 94.7%, which about 6.5% higher than the mean DoU 

for the same model, in the results of Munier (2010).  This difference is at-

tributed partly to the fact that no fractures are simulated in FFM06, and part-

ly to the fact that the EFPC criterion was not included. The first factor is es-

timated to account for an approximately 1.5% increase in DoU (based on the 

cross-sectional area of FFM06 relative to FFM01 in the repository plane). 

The second factor can account for a 5% increase in utilization, judging from 

Munier (2010, Figure 6-2). Thus these differences in method are adequate to 

explain the quantitative differences with results of Munier (2010). This could 

be checked explicitly by further simulations that include both fracture do-

mains (FFM01 and FFM06), and applying the EFPC criterion. 

 

 

Table 7.1 Comparison of Poisson and exponential-halo parameters in terms of degree of utilization. 

Calculation case Poisson (SDM-Site r0-fixed variant) Exponential Halo 

Realization 1 2 1 2 

Number of rejected posi-

tions (FPI criterion) 

3477 2290 2588 2490 

Degree of utilization 93.51% 95.93% 95.26% 95.49% 
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Discussion 
 

Utilization factors obtained for the base-case DFN model are approximately 

the same as those obtained by Munier (2010) for the same DFN model, after 

accounting for omission of fracture domain FFM06 and the EFPC criterion 

in the current work. The alternative, exponential-halo model produces utili-

zations factors that are slightly higher (based on an average of two realiza-

tions), but the difference is of the same magnitude as variability between 

stochastic realizations. 

 

Thus the alternative model does not imply any adverse effects on the reposi-

tory, in terms of degree of utilization. The key question remaining is whether 

the alternative models is significant for large-scale connectivity. Site-scale 

hydrogeologic modelling will be needed to check this possibility. 
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8. Comparison in terms of 
flow and transport 

 

This chapter describes flow and transport calculations based on a simplified 

and updated version of the Discrete Feature Model (DFM) of the Forsmark 

candidate repository site. This DFM model was developed from an earlier 

DFM model (Geier, 2010a), which was based on SKB's SDM-Site site de-

scriptive model of Forsmark (SKB, 2008). Flow and transport calculations 

using this model provide an additional basis for comparisons of alternative 

concepts of the fracture statistical model around the repository. 

 

The key simplifications in this model, as described in detail by Geier 

(2010b), include: 

 

 Increased spacing (reduced resolution) of effective-conductivity grid fea-

tures to represent the rock mass away from repository tunnels; 

 Reduced resolution of the topographic surface; 

 Simplified geometry of the large-scale deformation zones; 

 

These calculations also use the new, D2 repository layout at the 465-468 m 

level, which is expected to form the basis for SKB's safety assessment calcu-

lations in SR-Site. 

 

The results for this updated, simplified DFM model are presented in terms of 

the calculated hydraulic heads for various cross-sections through the model, 

distributions of flow rates to deposition holes, and advective-dispersive par-

ticle trajectories from deposition holes. 

 

Modelling approach 
 

The main steps in formulating and applying the discrete-feature model are 

essentially the same as those described for the previous DFM model based 

on SDM-Site data (Geier, 2010a): 

 

 Adaptation of deterministic features (topography, deformation zones, and 

shallow-bedrock aquifer); 

 Simulation of stochastic features (DFN-scale fractures); 

 Adaptation of repository tunnels and deposition holes to stochastic fea-

tures; 

 Assembly of finite-element mesh representing all classes of features; 

 Flow simulations; 

 Advective-dispersive tracking of particles released from deposition holes. 

 

These steps are described in the following sections. 
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Deterministic features 

Topography 
 

A DFM representation of the topographic surface was derived from SKB 

data delivery Elevation data 090821, after conversion to ESRI raster format 

by Geosigma AB, then converting to DFM panel format. The resolution of 

the topographic feature was 200 m. The resulting surface feature (based on 

the elevation data) is shown in Figure 8.1.  

 

Figure 8.1 Surface feature for Forsmark after discretization, colored to show topographic/bathymetric eleva-

tions. Note that in this dataset, elevation data are missing from the NW portion of the area (west of the island 

of Gräsö) but this is outside the modelled region. The area of this plot covers RAK 1619990.000 E, 

6714990.000 N (NW corner) to RAK 1649990.000 E, 6684990.000 N (SE corner). Triangles are 200 m high 

by 200 m wide, with additional refinement where the topographic surface intersects deformation zones. The 

area covered by the DFM model for flow and transport calculations is the rectangular area bounded by white. 

The colour scale represents elevation with respect to mean sea level as follows: dark blue, below -13.3 m; 

medium blue, -13.3 m to -6.7 m; pale blue, -6.7 m to 0 m; green, 0 m to +6.7 m; yellow,  +6.7 m to +13.3 m; 

red, above +13.3 m. 
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Deformation zones 
 

Deformation zone geometry for the base case is based on SKB's May 2010 

data delivery of deformation zone geometry (single-sided) as documented in 

Chapter 2. The files for local and regional deformation zones were translated 

to AutoCAD DXF format (by Geosigma AB), then converted to DFM panel 

files to represent the geometry of these features in the DFM model (Figures 

8.2 and 8.3). 

 

A variant of this sub-model that was used for some preliminary runs was 

based on an earlier SKB data delivery skb#09_04 (0:4) which had “double-

sided” features (more properly, bounding surfaces enclosing the tabular vol-

umes of the deformation zones, but appearing as double surfaces in some 

views, Figure 8.4).  

 

In both cases, the provided data included truncated versions of some regional 

deformation zones within the local-scale model. These were deleted prior to 

mesh assembly, so that only the more extensive, regional-scale versions of 

these same deformation zones were included. 

 

Also in both cases, conditioning to improve the triangulations of the surfaces 

defining deformation zones was done prior to mesh assembly. Details of the 

conditioning method are described by Geier (2010b). 

 

 

 

Figure 8.2 Plan view of triangular facets that form the boundaries of regional-scale deformation zones in the 

SDM-Site structural geological model (colour scale indicates elevation, ranging from deep blue at -2000 m to 

red near the ground surface). 
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Figure 8.3 Plan view of triangular facets that form the boundaries of the local-scale deformation zones in the 

SDM-Site structural geological model (colour scale indicates elevation, ranging from deep blue at -2000 m to 

red near the ground surface). 

 

 

 

Figure 8.4 Plan view of triangular facets that form the boundaries of the “double-sided” deformation zones in 

the SDM-Site structural geological model, used for preliminary variants of the discrete feature model. Colour 

scale indicates elevation, ranging from deep blue at -2000 m to red near the ground surface. 
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Shallow bedrock aquifer 
 

Three horizontal features are included to represent a “shallow bedrock aqui-

fer” as suggested by Follin et al. (2008). These are placed at z = -25 m, z = -

75 m, and z = -125 m. This implementation differs from SKB's in that the 

shallow bedrock aquifer features are at constant depth rather than parallel to 

the topography, and in that these features are rectangular in plan view (Table 

8.1 and Figure 8.5). The coordinates are chosen to cover the same approxi-

mate area as in SKB's model, and limit these features to an area in which 

they cannot outcrop. Differences due to this representation are expected to 

be minor. 

 

Table 8.1: Corners of area covered by Forsmark shallow bedrock aquifer (RAK coordinate system). These 

coordinates are implemented in the DFM panel file FM23BedrockAquifer.pan. 

Corner X (easting) Y (northing) 

Southwest 1630000 6699000 

Southeast 1633500 6699000 

Northeast 1633500 6701500 

Northwest 1630000 6701500 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 8.5 Plan view showing the uppermost feature of the shallow bedrock aquifer, relative to the regional 

model boundary. The two deeper features are directly below this one. 
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Regional conductivity grid 
 

During this project it was observed that the regional deformation zone model 

has very poor connectivity in the SW-NE direction, in particular, but also in 

other directions because, outside of the fracture domains, no background 

conductivity is specified.  To remedy this situation, an orthogonal lattice of 

planar transmissive features was introduced outside of the local portion of 

the site descriptive model (Figure 8.6). These features are intended, on a 

very coarse scale, to represent the background hydraulic conductivity of the 

rock excluding the regional deformation zones which are represented explic-

itly in the discrete-feature model.  

The vertical features in this lattice are spaced 1500 m apart in the SW-NE 

direction and the SE-NW direction, with a rectangular gap around the local-

scale portion of the model. The uppermost horizontal feature in the lattice is 

at 375 m below sea level. From there down to 3000 m below sea level, the 

horizontal features were spaced at even intervals of 375 m. This lattice of 

features is referred to as the “regional conductivity grid” or “regional K-

grid” in this report, for the sake of brevity. 

Figure 8.6 Plan view of orthogonal lattice of regional conductivity features (“regional K-grid”). 
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Hydraulic properties of deterministic features 

Surface feature 
 

Base case: Transmissivity of this feature is uniformly set to T = 10
-5

 m
2
/s, 

and aperture is set to bT = 1 cm. This transmissivity is chosen 

as a very rough value to represent the net transmissivity of the 

uppermost fractured bedrock, together with Quaternary de-

posits which are discontinuous over the site and vary in thick-

ness and hydraulic conductivity. For comparison, the parame-

terization of these layers in the model of Bosson et al. (2008) 

yields an effective that varies from about T = 2.5x10
-5

 m
2
/s in 

areas where coarse till is present, to about T = 0.8x10
-5

 m
2
/s 

where till is absent. The aperture value for this layer has no 

effect on simulations since it affects only particle tracking to 

simulate solute transport, and particles are considered to dis-

charge when they reach this feature. 

Variants: None were evaluated. Regolith data have not been used in the 

present study, but could be used to assign spatially varying 

hydraulic properties. 

Shallow bedrock aquifer 
 

Base case: Finite elements derived from panels belonging to the shallow-

bedrock aquifer are assigned transmissivity values equal to 

the closest borehole measurement point for the corresponding 

depth intervals in Table 3-11 of Follin et al. (2008). 

Variants: None were evaluated.  

Regional conductivity grid 
 

Base case: Properties of the “background” rock on the regional scale are 

not clearly defined in the Site Descriptive Model for For-

smark (SKB, 2008). Follin et al. (2007) recommended a sim-

plified approach using homogeneous properties based on wa-

ter-supply well yields, which appears to have been imple-

mented in the model presented by Bosson et al. (2008). Here 

for the DFM model, regional background hydraulic conduc-

tivity tensor components are assumed to be: 

sm=K /10

1.100

01.10

001 9















  

where the principal directions are aligned with the NW-SE, 

SW-NE, and vertical directions. The magnitude is based on 

the range used by Bosson et al. (2008, p. 20-21 and Figure 2-

6). The increase by a factor of 1.1 in the SW-NE and vertical 
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directions is simply to avoid numerical problems that can 

arise in solving for the equivalent transmissivity values to the 

panels that represent these features in the regional K-grid. 

Equivalent transmissivities are calculated based on the spac-

ing of 1500 m and taking into account the fact that two sets of 

panels normally contribute to flow in a given principal direc-

tion; this yields panel transmissivities that are nominally 

equal to 7.5x10
-7

 m
2
/s. 

Variants: None were evaluated. 

 

Deformation zones 
 

Base case: Hydraulic properties for the deformation zones were assigned 

in essentially the same manner as described by Geier (2010a), 

following the algorithm described below. For the base case 

using single-surface deformation zones, transmissivities were 

used directly (i.e. without dividing by two), consistent with 

the single-surface representation. 

Variants: For the preliminary variants using double-surface deformation 

zone geometries, the transmissivities and effective apertures 

were divided by a factor of two. 

 

Hydraulic properties for the deformation zones in the base-case model were 

assigned based on SKB's Hydraulic Conductor Domain (HCD) model as 

described on p. 85 of SKB R-08-95 (Follin, 2008): 

 
 T

σN+kz

T=zy,x,T log
0,/

010  

where: 

 k  = 232.5 m 

 σlog T  = 0.632 

and where T
0 is the geometric mean of the values of T0 calculated as: 
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where z is the mean z coordinate for the measurements in the zone. 

 

The effective transport aperture bT and storativity S are assumed to be corre-

lated to transmissivity as: 
0.50.5 T=bT  

 
0.54107 T=S   

 

consistent with Eq 8-9 and 8-11 in SKB R-05-18, which according to that 

report are based on analyses for modelling of the Äspö Hard Rock Laborato-
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ry (Note that in SKB R-06-98, p. 58, the above expression is used for frac-

tures in the hydraulic rock domains but it is increased by a factor of 10 for 

HCDs). These properties were assigned after mesh assembly and discretiza-

tion. 

 

For each borehole intercept xi with a deformation zone, values of transmis-

sivity TF(xi) were taken from Table C1 of Follin et al. (2008) and assigned 

coordinates in the reference system based on borehole and deformation zone 

geometry. Values of T0 are then calculated from these results. 

 

For 60 of the deformation zones that are included as HCDs in the regional or 

local model, no transmissivity data are available from intersections with 

boreholes from the site characterization programme. These HCDs are as-

signed generic values of T0 = 1x10
-6

 m
2
/s. 

 

 

Two other deformation zones are intersected by boreholes but transmissivity 

values were not included in Table C1 of Follin et al. (2008). One of these, 

ZFMNNW0404, is given the same generic value. The other, 

ZFMENE1061B, is assigned the same value used for the related zone 

ZFMENE1061A. Details are given by Geier (2010a). 

Stochastic fractures 
 

Stochastic fractures in the DFN portion of the model are generated within 

fracture domains based on statistical models for various fracture sets. Sto-

chastic simulation is used to generate realizations of the fracture population, 

which are identified by the seed value used to initialize the random number 

generator for a given realization (01, 02, etc.). 

 

A realization of all fractures on scales of more than a few centimetres, for 

the entire volume of the model, would require prohibitively large computer 

memory and run times. Therefore only the larger and more transmissive 

fractures are simulated explicitly, as a function of distance from the deposi-

tion tunnels, using the concept of “generation shells” as described in the 

DFM user documentation (Geier, 2008). The remainder of the fractures are 

considered to contribute to the background hydraulic conductivity, which is 

represented by a lattice of orthogonal features (local-scale conductivity grid). 

Fracture domains 
 

Fracture domain boundaries are based on SKB Data Delivery skb#09_04 

(0:4), translated to AutoCAD DXF format as  FD_PFM_v22.01 basemod-

el_joel (file translated by Geosigma), and subsequently converted to polyhe-

dral domains in the required DFM input format, as described by Geier, 

2010ab). Subdomains for different depths as specified in Table C-1 of SKB 

R-08-95 (Follin, 2008) were defined by clipping the polyhedral domains as 

detailed in Table 8.2. 
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Table 8.2 Definition of fracture sub-domains by depth. Note that the depth ranges for sub-domains in FFM06 

are the same as for FFM01, and the depth ranges for sub-domains in FFM04 and FFM05 are the same as for 

FFM03. 

Fracture Domains Depth Sub-domain fracgen clipping commands 

FFM01 and FFM06 

shallow clipped below -200 

middle clipped above -200 clipped below -400 

deep clipped above -400 

FFM02 shallow (none needed as FFM02 only exists above –200 m) 

FFM03, FFM04 and FFM05  

shallow clipped below -400 

deep clipped above -400 

 

 

Fracture set definitions 
 

Each fracture set is defined in terms of a location model (Poisson process for 

the base case), a volumetric intensity P32, an orientation distribution, a distri-

bution for fracture size (radius), and distributions or correlation models for 

fracture hydraulic properties (transmissivity and aperture being the proper-

ties of concern for the steady-state flow models considered here). 

 

Base case: Fracture set statistics for the base case are taken from the Hy-

droDFN model as given by Follin (2008). 

 

Halo model: Fracture sets for the exponential-halo model are developed as a 

modification from the base case, by splitting the fracture sets into separate 

sets according to fracture radius (r > 100 m and r < 100 m), as was done for 

the implementation of an exponential-halo variant of the GeoDFN in Chap-

ters 5-7. 

 

For all variants, a significant difference from previous implementations was 

that the power-law exponent in the DFM model was set to br = kr + 1, where 

kr is the power-law exponent used by Follin (2008). This was based on a new 

understanding of a difference in the mathematical notation used in SKB's 

models, versus that used in the DFM user documentation (Geier, 2008). 
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Fracture generation shells 
 

The DFN sub-model would contain many millions of fractures if it were ex-

plicitly represented over the entire domain of the site-scale model, and this 

would lead to an intractably large network problem for numerical solution.  

In order to reduce the complexity of the problem, an equivalent conductivity 

grid composed of a lattice of orthogonal features is used to represent the con-

tribution of smaller-scale fractures to large-scale flow. 

 

The rules for retaining fractures as a function of distance from the deposition 

area are described in the DFM model in terms of “shells.” Within each shell 

(range of distances from the deposition tunnels), fractures that should be rep-

resented explicitly in the model are identified as a site-specific function of 

fracture size, fracture transmissivity. The distance from a fracture to the dep-

osition area is evaluated as dmin, the minimum three-dimensional distance 

from any point on the fracture to any point on a polygon in the plane of the 

repository, which circumscribes one of the deposition panels (Figure 8.7). 

Successively smaller and/or less transmissive fractures are retained explicitly 

for smaller values of dmin. 

 

Figure 8.7 Illustration of the minimum distance dmin from a given fracture to the polygon enclosing a repository 

panel in the horizontal plane, which is used as criterion for deciding which fractures should be retained explic-

itly in the model, versus which fractures should be represented in terms of aggregate block-scale properties. 
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Two different sets of shell specifications were treated as variants: a base case 

and a “sparse” variant which retains fewer of the small-radius and low-

transmissivity fractures in each shell. The shell specifications for these two 

cases are listed in Table 8.3. 

 

Fractures that are not retained explicitly in the model are represented by their 

contribution to the equivalent conductivity of a regular grid of features, as 

described under the next heading below. 

 

Table 8.3 Rules for explicitly retaining fractures of a given radius rf and transmissivity Tf when dmin is the 

minimum distance from any point on the fracture to the polygon enclosing the portions of the repository being 

modelled. Note that no fractures are retained in the distance range specified for Shell 1, as the indicated 

values of rf and Tf are never exceeded by the DFN statistical model. Shells are specified in terms of distance 

(shell radius) relative to polygons covering the area of the deposition tunnels at 468 m depth. 

Shell Distance range Base case Sparse variant 

Retain if rf is 
greater  than: 

and Tf is 
greater than: Minimum frac-

ture  

radius (m) 

Minimum frac-

ture  

transmissivity 

(m
2
/s) 

1 500 m < dmin ≤ 50000 m 10000 m 1x10
10

 m
2
/s 10000 m 1x10

10
 m

2
/s 

2 200 m < dmin ≤ 500 m 100 m 1x10
-12

 m
2
/s 250 m 1x10

-5
 m

2
/s 

3 100 m < dmin ≤ 200 m 50 m 1x10
-12

 m
2
/s 100 m 3x10

-6
 m

2
/s 

4 50 m < dmin ≤ 100 m 20 m 1x10
-12

 m
2
/s 50 m 1x10

-6
 m

2
/s 

5 20 m < dmin ≤ 50 m 10 m 1x10
-12

 m
2
/s 20 m 1x10

-7
 m

2
/s 

6 10 m < dmin ≤ 20 m 5 m 1x10
-12

 m
2
/s 10 m 1x10

-8
 m

2
/s 

7 5 m < dmin ≤ 10 m 3 m 1x10
-12

 m
2
/s 5 m 1x10

-9
 m

2
/s 

8 dmin ≤ 5 m 1 m 1x10
-12

 m
2
/s 2 m 1x10

-10
 m

2
/s 
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Local-scale equivalent conductivity grid 
 

Fractures that are not represented explicitly in the model are considered to 

contribute to the 3-D hydraulic conductivity tensor K of the rock block that 

contains them. The contribution of each fracture to the block-scale tensor K 

is calculated by the method of Snow (1969), which is defined for infinite 

fractures, normalized for the finite area of the fracture in relation to block 

volume.  

 

Each rock block is then represented in the discrete-feature model by a set of 

three orthogonal features, which are divided into patches of different proper-

ties as illustrated in Figure 8.8. The transmissivities of the patches on the 

features that reproduce the diagonal components of the hydraulic conductivi-

ty tensor K11, K22, and K33 are calculated by an inverse method. Block-scale 

porosity is calculated as a scalar property by adding up the contributions due 

to the transport aperture and areas of individual fractures.  

 

The resulting lattice of orthogonal features is referred to here as the local-

scale equivalent conductivity grid (referred to for brevity as “local K-grid”).  

For mathematical details of this approach and a discussion of the simplifica-

tions and their consequences, see Geier (2008a,b).  

 

Figure 8.8 Representation of a rock block by three orthogonal features to represent block-scale hydrologic 

properties in the discrete-feature conceptual model. 
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The local K-grid covers the rectilinear domain bounded by: 

 

 East side  at X = 1 638 000 (RAK E) 

 West side at X = 1 627 000 (RAK E) 

 South side at Y = 6 697 000 (RAK N) 

 North side at Y = 6 703 000 (RAK N) 

 Upper boundary at Z = 30 m.a.s.l.  

 Lower boundary at Z = -2 000 m.a.s.l. 

 

A grid spacing of 500 m in the X (E-W) and Y (N-S) directions is used to 

separate the vertical panels that are used to represent block-scale hydraulic 

conductivity components. The spacing in the Z (vertical) direction is varia-

ble, with cell boundaries at -2000 m, -1500 m, -1000 m, -750 m, -520 m, -

420 m, -260 m, -120 m, and 30 m.a.s.l. An example is shown in Figure 8.9. 

 

 

Figure 8.9 Plan view of the block-scale equivalent features representing fractures removed from the stochas-

tic DFN portion of the model around the repository, for one realization of the base case. Fracture transmissivi-

ty is indicated by the colour scale, ranging from dark blue (Tf < 10
-10

 m
2
/s)  to red (Tf > 10

-4
 m

2
/s). For blocks 

that contain no transmissive fractures from the DFN realization, the block-scale equivalent features are omit-

ted. 
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Repository features 
 

Primary data for the repository layout at the new 468 m nominal depth were 

obtained in SKB delivery 2010-06-02.  The layout is three-dimensional in 

that transport and deposition tunnels axes are inclined, rather than horizontal. 

Due to limitations of the DFM repository module (Version 2.4.0), the in-

clined tunnels are represented as perfectly horizontal in the current DFM 

model, with tunnel floor at -465 m. This results in vertical errors in tunnel 

position of up to 3 m, depending on lateral position within the repository. 

The configuration of the tunnels in the model is shown in Figures 8.10 and 

8.11. 

 

Features to represent the disturbed-rock zone (DRZ) around repository 

transport tunnels and deposition tunnels, and the deposition holes, are pro-

duced by conditional simulation for a given realization of the DFN compo-

nent, using parameters as listed in Table 8.4. An example of the resulting 

positioning of deposition holes along the tunnels is shown in Figure 8.12. 

 

 
Figure 8.10 Plan view of repository layout with respect to the regional model boundary. 
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Table 8.4 Deposition hole parameters for the model. 

 Parameter value Justification 

Deposition hole sides 6 Hexagonal approximation to circle 

Deposition hole radius 0.88 m SR-Can Initial State Report (SKB TR-06-21), 

Figure 5-3 

Deposition hole depth 7.83 m SR-Can Initial State Report (SKB TR-06-21), 

Figure 5-3 

Canister radius 0.53 m SR-Can Initial State Report (SKB TR-06-21), 

Figure 5-3 

Canister length 4.83 m SR-Can Initial State Report (SKB TR-06-21), 

Figure 5-3 

Canister top 2.5 m SR-Can Initial State Report (SKB TR-06-21), 

Figure 5-3 

Distance between holes Lspacing 7.8 m Based on D1 repository design (Brantberger et 

al., 2006) 

Distance from drift end 20 m Deep Repository, Underground Design Premis-

es D1/1 (SKB R-04-60) 

Distance from drift start Lplug 8 m Deep Repository, Underground Design Premis-

es D1/1 (SKB R-04-60) 

Minimum step distance Lstep 1 m Assumed generic value 

Pilot hole transmissivity 1×10
-5

 m
2
/s Assumed generic value 

 

 

Figure 8.11 Plan view of repository layout (plot of area within a 3 km square area from X = 1630500  m, Y=  

6698500 m to X = 1633500 m, Y = 6701500 m). 
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Figure 8.12 Detail view of western corner of repository layout adapted to a realization of the base-case DFN. 

Segments with dots indicate deposition tunnel segments with canister Note that the three tunnels farthest to 

the left have open segments without deposition holes, due to application of the FPC criterion for an intersect-

ing feature. 

 

Mesh assembly 
 

Mesh generation followed essentially the same procedures as for previous 

versions of the DFM model for Forsmark. For each realization and geomet-

ric variant, panel files representing deterministic and stochastic features, 

along with repository components, were assembled and then discretized into 

a finite-element mesh such as shown in plan view in Figure 8.13. 

 

The hydraulic properties of regional and local deformation zones were as-

signed stochastically to each triangular element belonging to a given defor-

mation-zone feature, based on the correlation model described previously. 

This approach was chosen due to practical advantages of implementation, 

versus the alternative of assigning these properties prior to discretization. 

However, a consequence is that the deformation-zone hydraulic properties 

for a given realization are not independent of the realization of the DFN 

component. 
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Figure 8.13 Plan view of surface feature for Forsmark in the final mesh, coloured to show topograph-

ic/bathymetric elevations. The colour scale represents elevation with respect to mean sea level as follows: 

dark blue, below -13.3 m; medium blue, -13.3 m to -6.7 m; pale blue, -6.7 m to 0 m; green, 0 m to +6.7 m; 

yellow,  +6.7 m to +13.3 m; red, above +13.3 m. Intersections with regional and local deformation zones are 

visible as lines cutting across the otherwise regular triangular grid. 

 

 

Boundary conditions for flow simulations 
 

Base-case boundary conditions (Table 8.5) were chosen to approximate a 

situation similar to the present day at Forsmark.  

 

For portions of the topographic upper surface that are at or above sea level, 

the head is set equal to equal to the elevation Z.   

 

For portions of the topographic surface that are below sea level, a fixed head 

is assigned equal to zero (the present-day mean sea level, used as a datum). 

Note that this approach will somewhat exaggerate the pressure gradients 

(modelled as equivalent freshwater head gradients) through the model, since 

in reality the groundwater pressures at the seabed will be higher due to the 

salinity of the water column. The resulting head values at boundary nodes 

are plotted in Figure 8.14. 
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Linearly varying heads to approximate the topographic gradient are applied 

along each of the lateral boundaries (based on a linear fit to the topography 

along that edge of the model), with a restriction that the head must be at least 

equal to sea level. 

 

A no-flow condition is implicitly specified at the base. This is consistent 

with a hypothesis that the bedrock becomes extremely low in permeability at 

depth. 

 

A variation of these boundary conditions using the preliminary version of the 

structural model replaced the boundary conditions along the southeast and 

northwest sides with a no-flow (q = 0) condition. 

 

Table 8.5 Summary of boundary conditions for flow model. 

Boundary Boundary Condition 

Type 

Value 

Seafloor  Specified head h = 0 

Land surface  Specified head h = max( 0, Z ) 

Bottom Specified flux q = 0 

Southwest side  Specified head h = max( 0, -0.000505 X + 0.000505 Y  – 2549.53 m ) 

Southeast side Specified head h = max( 0,  0.000806 X + 0.000806 Y – 6713.51 m ) 

Northeast side Specified head h = max( 0,  0.000041 X – 0.000041 Y +  217.95 m ) 

Northwest side Specified head h = max( 0, -0.000445 X – 0.000445 Y + 3716.48 m )  
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Figure 8.14 Boundary nodes in the base-case model (view from above), coloured to show head values. The 

colour scale represents heads with respect to mean sea level as follows: dark blue, 0 m mean sea level; 

medium blue, 0 m to 5 m above mean sea level; pale blue, 5 m to 10 m; green, 10 m to 15 m; yellow, 15 m to 

20 m; red, above 20 m. The repository deposition holes (treated as internal, zero-net-flux boundaries) are 

visible as an aggregation of dark-blue points just left of the centre of the plot. 

 

 

Summary of model variants 
 

Results were obtained for the following model variants with respect to the 

DFN component: 

 

 Base case: Poisson model with denser DFN (two realizations), 

 Sparse variant: Poisson model based on same DFN statistical model as 

base case, but excluding the smaller and less transmissive fractures as a 

function of distance from the repository (one realization) 

 Exponential halo model (two realizations). 

 

One variation in boundary conditions was also tested: 

 

 Regional flow/decreased topographic influence variant: Head increases 

toward base of model on SW boundary (to represent hypothetical effects of 
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regional flow), while influence of local topography is reduced by reducing 

the head values specified on the land surface to just 80% of the topograph-

ic elevation (to represent a hypothetically reduced water table under hills). 

 

Additional variations in boundary conditions were explored in an earlier 

stage of this work (Geier, 2010g) using a preliminary model that used a dif-

ferent representation of the deformation zones and did not include the re-

gional conductivity grid. Although these variants have not been updated with 

regard to other aspects of the model, they help to inform the discussion re-

garding the relative significance of uncertainty in boundary condition vs. 

uncertainty in other aspects of the model. 

 

The suite of variants considered is summarized in Table 8.5. 

 

Table 8.5 Summary of evaluated DFM model variants (* = same as base case). 

Name Deterministic  

sub-model 

Stochastic DFN 

sub-model 

Shell options Boundary condi-

tions 

Base case 

Single-surface 

deformation zones 

+ regional conduc-

tivity grid 

Poisson model 

(SDM-Site r0-fixed 

variant) 

Higher density 

Specified-head on 

all lateral bounda-

ries, no-flow at 

base of model, 

head equal  to 

topographic eleva-

tion on land sur-

face, head equal to 

sea level on sea-

floor. 

Sparse variant * * Lower density * 

Halo model * 
Exponential halo 

model 
* * 

Regional flow * * * 

Increasing head at 

depth on SW 

boundary, reduced 

influence of topog-

raphy on land, 

otherwise same as 

base case. 

Preliminary fixed-

head 

Double-surface 

deformation zones, 

no regional conduc-

tivity grid 

* * * 

Preliminary no-flow 

Double-surface 

deformation zones, 

no regional conduc-

tivity grid 

* * 

No-flow on SE and 

NW boundaries, 

otherwise same as 

base case. 
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Flow simulations 

Groundwater flow equations 
 

Within each planar segment of a feature, groundwater flow is governed by 

the 2-D transient flow equation: 

   ξq=hT
t

h
S 



 

where S and T are respectively the local storativity and transmissivity, h is 

hydraulic head, t is time, and q is a source/sink term which is zero every-

where except at the specified boundaries. In the present work, S and T are 

assumed to be homogeneous within a given triangular segment. Conserva-

tion of mass and continuity of hydraulic head are required between seg-

ments, and at intersections between features. 

 

All cases modelled in this study are for steady-state flow, in which case the 

time derivative is zero and the local flow equation simplifies to: 

   ξq=hT   

Finite-element approximation 
 

The steady-state groundwater flow equation is applied to the discrete geome-

try represented by the computational mesh, by use of the Galerkin finite-

element method.  This leads to a system of linear algebraic equations of the 

form: 

q=Ah  

where A is a sparse, diagonally dominant, banded matrix with coefficients 

depending only upon the transmissivity and geometry of each triangular el-

ement, h is a column vector of steady-state head values at the element verti-

ces, and q is a column vector of unbalanced flux values at the vertices, equal 

to zero except at physical boundaries where inflow or outflow occurs. Math-

ematical details are given by Geier (2005). 

 

Features that are not connected to a specified-head boundary (either directly 

or indirectly via connections with other features and/or net-specified-flux 

boundaries) are indeterminate and are not represented in the matrix equa-

tions. These features constitute hydraulically isolated networks.  

Solution of flow equations 
 

Solutions to the systems of linear algebraic equations for the steady-state 

case are obtained using a standard sparse-matrix method, conjugate-gradient 

method preconditioned by simple diagonal scaling, to minimize a global er-

ror measure.  

 

Experience with solving flow equations on discrete-feature networks has 

shown that iterative solvers can give locally poor results for  branches of a 

network that are isolated from the main flowing branches by tight (low-
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transmissivity) sections that function as “bottlenecks.” A multi-step solution 

approach was therefore used, in which each step consisted of the following 

two substeps: 

 

 Conjugate-gradient minimization of global error measure. 

 Local smoothing by iteratively boosting heads of internal nodes that are 

surrounded by nodes with higher heads. 

 

The local-smoothing method is implemented in the dfm module of the DFM 

toolkit, Version 2.3.2 and subsequent versions (Geier, 2010h). 

Calculation of flows and velocities to canister positions 
 

Flows to canister positions are calculated as the sum of all positive flows 

into the deposition hole (generally balanced by outflows). 

 

The water velocity in the fractures intersecting the deposition holes is of in-

terest for bentonite erosion modeling as well as for radionuclide transport. 

The mean velocity at the ith deposition hole was calculated as: 









ij

Tjj

ij

j

i

bL

Q

=v  

where: 

 Qj  = flowrate across the jth element edge [L
3
/T], 

 Lj = length of jth edge, and 

 bTj = transport aperture at jth edge. 

and where the sums are taken over all element edges j that intersect the ith 

deposition hole. 

 

Transport simulation 
 

Advective-dispersive transport of non-sorbing solute through the 3-D net-

work (neglecting matrix diffusion) is modelled by the discrete-parcel random 

walk method (Ahlstrom et al., 1977). This approach represents local, 2-D 

advective-dispersive transport within each fracture plane. 3-D network dis-

persion, due to the interconnectivity among discrete features, arises as the 

result of local dispersion in combination with mixing across fracture inter-

sections.  

 

For mathematical details and definition of parameters see Geier (2005; 

2008b). The algorithm assumes complete mixing at fracture intersections; 

this is a reasonable approximation for the low advective flow velocities ex-

pected in a post-closure repository, as discussed by Geier (2008a). 
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Particles are initiated from source locations, which in the present study com-

prise the intersections of transmissive features with the perimeters of the 

deposition holes. For each canister position that is intersected by a transmis-

sive feature, 100 particles are released. Transport parameters used in this 

step are summarized in Table 8.6. 

 

Table 8.6  Parameters for advective-dispersive particle tracking. 

Parameter Feature Category Feature Set(s) Value 

Molecular diffusion coef-

ficient 
All 1 to 68 2.0x10

-9
 m

2
/s 

Ratio of transverse dis-

persivity to longitudinal 

dispersivity 

All 1 to 68 0.1  

Longitudinal dispersivity 

Major deformation zones  1 10 m 

Shallow bedrock aquifer  2 10 m 

Quaternary deposits  3 5 m 

Repository tunnels 4 1 m 

Single fractures 5 to 68 1 m 

 

 

Results 
 

The principal results are obtained in the form of calculated head distributions 

at repository depth, flow rates to deposition holes, and transport paths as rep-

resented by advective-dispersive particle trajectories. 

Hydraulic head distribution at repository depth 
 

The resulting head field in the plane of the repository for the base case and 

main variants is shown in Figures 8.15 through 8.18. 

 

All cases show a broadly similar pattern of heads variation at this depth, with 

a NW-SE trending “ridge” of relatively high heads along the deformation 

zones that border the “shear lens” just to the SW of the repository, with head  

decreasing both immediately to the SE (where another deformation zone 

connects to topographic lows at the SE edge of the model) and NW toward 

the sea. 

 

The two different realizations of the base-case model (Figure 8.15) show 

differences in hydraulic head of up to 0.5 m for a given point in the reposito-

ry. However, the difference in head from SW to NE across the area occupied 
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by the deposition tunnels is similar, from about 1 m to 1.2 m. Thus the aver-

age horizontal head gradient through the deposition area is of similar magni-

tude for both realizations. The differences between realizations may be due 

to stochastic variation of hydraulic properties in the deformation zones, as 

well as difference between realizations of the DFN component. 

 

The sparse-DFN variant is compared with one realization of the base case in 

Figure 8.16. The differences in hydraulic head at a given point in the reposi-

tory are again typically less than 0.5. The head difference across the reposi-

tory is slightly higher for the sparse variant (about 1.3 m) than for the base 

case.  Again, the differences between these cases may be due to stochastic 

variation of properties in the deformation zones, as well as difference be-

tween realizations of the DFN component. 

 

The two realizations of the exponential-halo variant (Figure 8.17) show a 

stronger difference in gradient across the repository, from 0.8 m to 1.3 m. As 

for the base-case, the difference between realizations can include effects of 

stochastic variation in deformation zone properties, as well as in the DFN. 

 

The regional-flow/reduced topographic heads variant, which uses exactly the 

same mesh as base case realization 01 (Figure 8.18) shows a nearly uniform 

reduction in head within the repository, by about 0.3 m, with a very slight 

decrease in gradients. The decreased heads indicate that the reduction in 

topographic heads has a greater influence than the increased head at the base 

of the inland (SW) boundary, in this variant. 
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Figure 8.15 Horizontal section through repository area of mesh at Z = -460 m, base case, realizations 01 

(top) and 02 (bottom). The colour scale indicates the calculated heads along the discrete features that inter-

sect the plane of the section; dark blue indicates h < 0.33 m; medium blue, 0.33 m to 0.67 m; pale blue, 0.67 

m to 1.0 m; green, 1.0 m to 1.33 m; yellow, 1.33 m to 1.67 m; red, h > 1.67 m. 
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Figure 8.16 Horizontal sections through repository area of mesh at Z = -460 m, comparing base case, reali-

zation 01 (top) with sparse variant, realization 01 (bottom). The colour scale indicates the calculated heads 

along the discrete features that intersect the plane of the section; dark blue indicates h < 0.33 m; medium 

blue, 0.33 m to 0.67 m; pale blue, 0.67 m to 1.0 m; green, 1.0 m to 1.33 m; yellow, 1.33 m to 1.67 m; red, h > 

1.67 m. 
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Figure 8.17 Horizontal section through repository area of mesh at Z = -468 m, exponential halo variant, reali-

zations 01 (top) and 02 (bottom).  The colour scale indicates the calculated heads along the discrete features 

that intersect the plane of the section; dark blue indicates h < 0.33 m; medium blue, 0.33 m to 0.67 m; pale 

blue, 0.67 m to 1.0 m; green, 1.0 m to 1.33 m; yellow, 1.33 m to 1.67 m; red, h > 1.67 m. 
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Figure 8.18 Horizontal section through repository area of mesh at Z = -468 m,comparing base case, realiza-

tions 01 (top) with the same realization of the regional-flow/reduced topographic influence variant (bottom).  

The colour scale indicates the calculated heads along the discrete features that intersect the plane of the 

section; dark blue indicates h < 0.33 m; medium blue, 0.33 m to 0.67 m; pale blue, 0.67 m to 1.0 m; green, 

1.0 m to 1.33 m; yellow, 1.33 m to 1.67 m; red, h > 1.67 m. 
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Flow to deposition holes 
 

Flow rates to deposition holes are shown in Figure 8.19 for the main variants 

including: 

 Two realizations of the Poisson model (base case), 

 One realization of the sparse variant, and 

 Two realizations of the exponential halo model. 

 One realization of the regional flow/reduced topographic effect variant. 

All variants and realizations yielded similar numbers of acceptable canister 

deposition sites based on FPC criterion, ranging from 8196 to 8300 (about a 

1% range). 

 

Differences between realizations of the base case are statistically significant 

with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic (as a test of the null hypothesis that the 

flow rates for the two realizations are drawn from the same distribution) as 

high as 0.08. However the maximum difference in the cumulative distribu-

tion of flow rates between the two realizations, for any given percentile 

above the median, is less than a factor of 2. Thus the difference between re-

alizations appears to be of minor practical importance, even if statistically 

significant. 

 

The sparse DFN variant (labeled as “higher rmin” in the figure) yielded the 

highest percentage of deposition holes for which flow rates were 0.01 li-

ters/year or less (8% vs. a mean of 4% for the two base-case variants). Thus 

excluding these smaller and lower-transmissivity fractures has an impact on 

the estimated number of deposition holes with very low flow rates. However, 

the effects of excluding these fractures are practically indistinguishable from 

the base case, for deposition holes with flows greater than 10 liters/year. 

 

Both realizations of the exponential-halo model show an increase in the pro-

portion of deposition holes that carry flows higher than 100 liters/year, rela-

tive to the base case. In terms of these higher-flow holes, there is also high 

variability between realizations of the exponential-halo model. At the low 

end of the flow range, the differences with the base case are minor relative to 

the differences between realizations. 

 

The regional-flow/reduced-topographic-heads variant produces only minor 

differences with the equivalent realization of the base case, with a very slight 

reduction in the proportion of holes with higher flow rates. 

 

An additional evaluation of boundary-condition effects was carried out using 

the preliminary version of the structural model, which did not include a re-

gional conductivity grid. The use of no-flow rather than fixed-head condi-

tions along the NW and SE sides of the model produced a reduction of about 

half an order of magnitude in the median flow rates, but with similar varia-

bility of flow rates (as measured by the span between the 10
th
 and 90

th
 per-

centiles, on a log scale). Both of these preliminary calculation cases yielded 

lower flows than the base case, presumably due to reduced connectivity on 

the regional scale. 
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Figure 8.19 Cumulative and incremental distributions of flow rates through deposition holes in litres per year, 

for the main model variants considered in this project. Each data point on the incremental density plot repre-

sents the fraction of the points that are within a bin covering 1/4 order of magnitude on the logarithmic scale. 
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Figure 8.20 Cumulative distributions of flow rates through deposition holes in litres per year, for the two pre-

liminary variants to test the effects of boundary conditions (fixed-head along NW and SE boundaries, vs. no-

flow along these boundaries). These results are based on a discrete-feature model that used the “double-

sided” deformation zones and did not include the regional conductivity grid. 

 

 

Velocities in fractures at deposition holes 
 

Water velocities to the deposition holes for the base case and exponential-

halo model are summarized in Table 8.7, and shown in Figure 8.21. Con-

sistent with the higher flow rates in the exponential halo variant, this variant 

also produces higher velocities to deposition holes. The highest velocities 

presumably represent flow bottlenecks in the near field that do not persist 

over long distances. 

Table 8.7  Water velocities to deposition holes. 

Model variant Realiza-

tion 

10
th

 Percentile Median 90
th

 Percentile 99
th

 Percentile 

Base case 

1 0.29 m/yr 43 m/yr 180 m/yr 480 m/yr 

2 0.10 m/yr 36 m/yr 200 m/yr 550 m/yr 

Exponential 

halo 

1 0.21 m/yr 64 m/yr 300 m/yr 1350 m/yr 

2 0.18 m/yr 41 m/yr 320 m/yr 1700 m/yr 
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Figure 8.21 Cumulative and incremental distributions of water velocities to deposition holes in litres per year, 

for two realizations each of the base case and exponential-halo model variant. Each data point on the incre-

mental density plot represents the fraction of the points that are within a bin covering 1/4 order of magnitude 

on the logarithmic scale. 
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Transport results 
 

Particle trajectories for the base case, exponential-halo variant, and the re-

gional-flow/reduced-topographic-heads variant are illustrated in Figures 8.22 

through 8.25. 

 

Most of the particles released from deposition holes ended up  either at other 

deposition hole positions (which is expected in many cases, due to the fact 

that tunnel features are a primary transport path), or else became stuck in far-

field features. The latter results (stuck particles in apparently stagnant ele-

ments) are interpreted as an artefact of locally poor mesh geometries and 

poor connectivity in the deformation zones and fractures. This limits the 

quantitative usefulness of the results, but some qualitative observations can 

be made. 

 

The direction of particle movement from the repository is in most cases ini-

tially downward, and northward before turning upward along one of the de-

formation zones that connect to low head areas at the surface. However the 

initial direction of movement varies depending on the initial position within 

the repository and the local fracture geometry, which in turn depends on the 

realization. 

 

As seen from Figure 8.22 and 8.23, different realizations can yield very dif-

ferent patterns for the base case model. In realization 01, nearly all particles 

released from the NW section of the repository move northward in a broad 

plume. In realization 02, particles segregate into two distinct plumes, one of 

which heads west while the other goes north before reaching the series of 

NW-SE trending deformation zones along the NE side of the shear lens 

(Singö Zone and related deformation zones). The influence of the local con-

ductivity grid is apparent in Figure 8.23. 

 

Similarly strong differences in the release pattern are seen between realiza-

tions of the exponential halo variant (Figures 8.24 and 8.25). In contrast, the 

release pattern for the regional-flow/reduced-topographic-heads variant is 

practically identical to that for the same realization of the base case (Figure 

8.26). This suggests that the details of the DFN component around the repos-

itory, possibly together with stochastic variability of hydraulic properties in 

the deterministic deformation zones, is the main determining factor for re-

lease pattern, rather than boundary conditions. 
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Figure 8.22 Advective-dispersive particle trajectories for a portion of the repository, base case, realization 01 

(top) and realization 02 (bottom). The colour scale indicates the age of the particle as it travels along the 

trajectory; dark blue indicates t < 0.5 day; medium blue, 0.5 to 2.5 days; pale blue, 2.5 to 11 days; green, 11 

to 53 days; yellow, 53 to 250 days; red, >250 days (>0.68 years). Most particle trajectories terminated at 

depth so end points do not necessarily represent discharge points in the biosphere. 
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Figure 8.23 Expanded views of advective-dispersive particle trajectories for a portion of the repository, base 

case, realization 01 (top) and realization 02 (bottom), using the same colour scale as for the plots on the 

preceding page. 
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Figure 8.24 Advective-dispersive particle trajectories for a portion of the repository, exponential halo model, 

realization 01 (top) and realization 02 (bottom). The colour scale indicates the age of the particle as it travels 

along the trajectory; dark blue indicates t < 0.5 day; medium blue, 0.5 to 2.5 days; pale blue, 2.5 to 11 days; 

green, 11 to 53 days; yellow, 53 to 250 days; red, >250 days (>0.68 years). Most particle trajectories termi-

nated at depth so end points do not necessarily represent discharge points in the biosphere. 
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Figure 8.25 Expanded views of advective-dispersive particle trajectories for a portion of the repository, expo-

nential-halo variant, realization 01 (top) and realization 02 (bottom), using the same colour scale as for the 

plots on the preceding page. 
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Figure 8.26 Advective-dispersive particle trajectories for a portion of the repository, comparing the base case, 

realization 01 (top) with the same realization of the regional-flow/reduced topographic influence variant (bot-

tom). The colour scale indicates the age of the particle as it travels along the trajectory; dark blue indicates t < 

0.5 day; medium blue, 0.5 to 2.5 days; pale blue, 2.5 to 11 days; green, 11 to 53 days; yellow, 53 to 250 days; 

red, >250 days (>0.68 years). Most particle trajectories terminated at depth so end points do not necessarily 

represent discharge points in the biosphere. 
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Discussion 
 

The predicted groundwater flow rates and velocities to deposition holes indi-

cate that the DFN conceptual-model uncertainty, as represented by the expo-

nential-halo model, is significant for repository safety. 

 

The calculated groundwater velocities for the base case model are approxi-

mately the same as SKB has used for bentonite erosion modelling (SKB, 

2008), but the exponential-halo model leads to predictions of substantially 

higher velocities for the most critical, higher-flow fraction of deposition 

holes. These higher velocities apparently result from improved connectivity 

of the DFN, which is expected from the spatial relationship of small frac-

tures to larger fractures in the exponential-halo model. 

 

Gradients through different parts of the repository, as evident in Figures 8.15 

through 8.18, show some noticeable differences among different model vari-

ants and realizations. In realization 01 of the base case, relatively focused 

high gradients occur near the east side of the repository, with lower gradients 

elsewhere, while realization 02 has more uniform gradients throughout. Sim-

ilarly, realization 01 of the sparse variant (Figure 8.16) shows high gradients 

in the middle section of the repository (from east to west), with lower gradi-

ents elsewhere. A similar pattern is shown by realization 01 of the halo mod-

el, although realization 02 of the same model shows more evenly distributed 

gradients.  

 

These differences in gradient patterns do not translate obviously into flow 

results. Realization 02 of the base case has more high-flow canister posi-

tions, despite the apparently more uniform gradients through the repository. 

The same is true for realization 02 of the halo model. A possible explanation 

is that the highest-flow positions are controlled more by high-transmissivity 

fractures and connectivity leading to pathways with low net transmissivity, 

than by locally high-gradient situations. The single realization of the sparse 

variant is intermediate to the two realizations of the base case, in terms of 

flow results, so no clear conclusions can be drawn regarding the influence of  

a reduced resolution of the DFN. 

 

Effects of stochastic variation in the different components of the DFM mod-

els are difficult to ascertain due to the simulation methodology. The stochas-

tic component of hydraulic conductivity values was applied to deformation 

zone segments after discretization, so this cannot be entirely separated from 

the DFN component. However, an inference can be drawn assuming that the 

effects of stochastic hydraulic-property variability in the regional and local 

deformation zones should be similar for both DFN variants (base-case and 

exponential halo). The greater variability in head gradients with the expo-

nential-halo model suggests that the influence of the DFN component is of 

comparable magnitude to the influence of DZ variation. 

 

Particle tracking in the predicted flow fields was reasonably successful in the 

near-field portion of the model (close to deposition holes), but encountered 
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severe problems with stuck particles in the far field deformation zones. Fur-

ther work is needed to improve the conditioning of the far-field finite-

element mesh to reduce this problem. Alternatively, a pipe-flow concept be-

ing developed concurrently may provide a way of sidestepping this problem, 

while maintaining the concept of a discrete medium for groundwater flow 

and solute transport. 
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9. Conclusions 
 

Based on an alternative evaluation of fracture data from core-drilled bore-

holes, an alternative model for the discrete-fracture network component of 

the Forsmark site models is proposed, with small fractures correlated in 

terms of location to larger fractures or deformation zones. 

 

The alternative model, referred to herein as the “exponential halo” model, is 

likely just one of multiple alternatives that could be explored. It is derived 

primarily from surface-based data borehole data, so may need to be modified 

if and when additional data are available from underground. Based on simu-

lated sampling in boreholes, there is no reason to exclude this model, and it 

may in fact be preferable to the uniform Poisson-process models considered 

heretofore by SKB (SKB, 2008). 

 

Simulated sampling along tunnels in the proposed repository layout for the 

Forsmark site indicates that underground data should be sufficient to distin-

guish between the Poisson-process model and the exponential-halo model, 

likely at an early stage of the underground construction.  

 

Simulations of trace lengths along tunnels also illustrate the profound effect 

of tunnel cross-section scale on these distributions. This may limit the poten-

tial to discriminate among alternative size distribution models based on un-

derground data. Simulations indicate that statistically significant differences 

are expected, despite this profound effect, between the different size-

distribution models that SKB has proposed. However, these differences are 

predicated upon idealized models and sampling circumstances that might not 

be realized underground, and rely upon small differences in the tails of the 

observed distributions. Whether or not these differences are robust with re-

spect to non-ideal sampling situations is an open question. 

 

The alternative exponential-halo model does not significantly affect reposi-

tory utilization, based on the criteria that SKB has proposed for deposition-

hole acceptance. However, flow simulations based on this model indicate a 

likelihood of elevated flow rates and groundwater velocities to deposition 

holes, relative to the Poisson-process model that SKB has considered.  

 

The calculated flow rates and groundwater velocities for the base case model 

(corresponding to SKB's Poisson-process model) are approximately the same 

as SKB has obtained. The higher flow rates and velocities for the exponen-

tial-halo model apparently result from improved connectivity of the DFN, 

and illustrate the potential importance of alternative spatial models for frac-

tures that have not been considered in SKB's analysis. 
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